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TRANSITION FROM DEFLAGRATION TO DETONATION IN GRANULAR EXPLOSIVES

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability of an explosive to undergo a transition to deto-
nation from a purely burning mode is a fundamental and important
characteristic of the explosive. The deflagration to detonation
transition (abbreviated as DDT) was studied in detail for cast,
shock-sensitive explosives some years ago at NOL (1-3). In these
DDT studies, the sequence of events begins with mild thermal ignition
of the explosive charge at one end of a closed tube. (The ignitor
end (closed end) is called the near end of the tube for reference
and any transition to detonation occurs beyond the near end of the
tube]*. It was realized early in the work on DDT that containment
of any combustion gases is a necessary but not sufficient require-
ment for a transition to detonation to occur for secondary explo-
sives (1,4).

In the DDT studies for cast explosives, a model was successfully
developed based on a mechanism which consisted of two distinct pro-
cesses (1-3). Firstly, there must be a sufficiently rapid pressure
increase in the ignition region to produce an incipient shock wave
at some point beyond the ignition region. Secondly, the unburned
explosive beyond the burning region must be sufficiently shock sen-
sitive to be initiated by a shock wave equal in amplitude to the
high pressure achieved in the burning region. In the case of porous
explosives, preliminary experiments by Griffiths and Groocock (5)
revealed that there is an additional heat transfer mode which may
affect the transfer of energy from the ignition area into the un-
burned explosive. This mode was called convective burning and it
depends in part on the permeability of the explosive charge. Thus,

* pores which are interconnected form a path allowing the penetration
E of hot combustion gases from the ignition region deep into the un-

burned explosive charge. Griffiths and Groocock observed optically
the propagation of a convective flame front at a rate of about

P 1 mm/sec for some distance within the charge before the formation
of a detonation front. Consequently, there is a burning bed oftexplosive particles near the initor and it is possible for a reto-

nation wave, as shown by Griffiths and Groocock, to travel backward
toward the ignitor through this burning bed. Andreev long ago had
postulated that penetration of hot combustion gases irto the pores
of the unburned explosive could lead to DDT (6). However, Andreev
did not postulate the propagation of a convective front. Once
ignition occurred within the pores, he assumed that a detonation wave

- - -
*The terminology "upstream" (and downstream) might be more succinct
but has been used in opposite senses in the field of hydrodynamics.
Therefore, such terminology will be avoided in the report.

i~ili1
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would form a short distance beyond the point of inner pore ignition.
However, the optical records of Griffiths and Groocock showed that
the onset of detonation was some distance beyond the point at which
convective burning began. Moreover, their experimental results
raised the question as to the role convective burning plays in the
DDT mechanism(s) for porous explosives.

The objectives of the present study are 1) to characterize the
nature of any reaction fronts observed in the predetonation section
of the explosive charge; 2) to attempt to deduce information about
the DDT mechanism(s) in porous explosive charges from the experimental
results; and 3) to observe whether transitions from burning to deto-
nation could occur in certain relatively shock-insensitive explosives
in the current experimental configuration.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND PROCEDURE

A. DDT Tube

The DDT tube is similar to that used in earlier work at this
Laboratory (1,3); a schematic diagram of the tube is shown in Fig. 1.
The main body is commercial seamless carbon mechanical steel (e.g.
AISI 1015). The average tensile strength and yield strength quoted
for this material by the supplier were 80,000 psi and 65,000 psi,
respectively. The ultimate tensile strength was quoted as approxi-
mately 90,000 psi.

The inner and outer diameters of the tube were selected in order
that 1) the wall thickness be sufficiently great to maintain the
high gas pressure generated in the ignitor region during experiments
using charges with very low permeability and 2) the inner diameter
be sufficiently large so that any diameter effect on convective
burning (7) would be negligible and that the critical diameter for
detonation (8) would be exceeded for most explosives of interest.
The ID and OD of the tube were 16.27 4 0.02 mm and 50.95 + 0.03 mm,
respectively. The overall tube lengtW was 342.9 mm, but,-because of
the space occupied by the ignitor and ignitor bolt, the length of
the explosive column was only 295.4 mm. A bottom closure assembly
has been added to the DDT tube to prevent the flow of porous material
from the tube during the predetonation period. The steel ignitor
bolt had a cavity through which the ignitor leads were placed.
Epoxy was used to eliminate all air pockets or channels at threaded
surfaces and in the ignitor lead cavity. Epoxy was also used to
provide a pressure seal around the ionization probes.

A B. Ignitor

An ignitor was developed for this work to replace the single hot
wire ignition system used in the earlier NOL work. The material
selected was a mixture of boron and potassium nitrate (25/75) which
is used frequently for ignition purposes. The adiabatic flame tem-
perature for this mixture is 28100K at 1000 psi.

2
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The B/KNO powder was mixed with a solvent (e.g., butyl acetate)
to produce a tick paste which was loaded ("buttered") into the ignitor
cup. The solvent was removed under vacuum with mild heating. A little
over a third of a gram of B/KNO3 was "buttered" over a 1 x 10 mil
nichrome ribbon bridgewire (the depth of the ignition mixture was
6.3 mm). Approximately 30 volts (DC) were used to actuate the ignitor.
The ignition cup was made from a thermally resistant plastic and was
recovered intact after the shot in most instances.

C. Explosive Materials

I) Ammonium picrate

The ammonium picrate (Explosive D) was taken from a com-
mercial lot of Explosive D (labelled X-720), which had a weight mean
average particle size of 285".

2) RDX/Wax Series

a) 91/9 RDX/Wax

A large (10 kg) batch of 91/9 RDX/Wax was blended from
a Class A RDX (X-597) and carnauba wax (N-134). The mixture (X-764)
was prepared in a 30 gallon barrel blender using golf balls to pro-
vide some milling action during the tumbling process. The weight
mean particle size of the wax was about 125 while that of the RDX
was about 2004 (see Appendix B for particle size analysis of the RDX
material).

b) 94/6 and 97/3 RDX/Wax

Smaller size lots (1 kg per lot) of 94/6 and 97/3 RDX/Wax
were prepared from the same RDX and carnauba wax described above. The
mixtures were prepared in a chevron blender with golf balls. The
94/6 and 97/3 RDX/Wax mixtures were designated as X-759 and X-758,
respectively.

D. Charge Loading

A special pressing assembly was built to produce high density
charges in the DDT tube configuration. The assembly consisted of a
combination tube holder and ram guide, the ram, and its retainer.
The assembly was mounted on a 300 ton hydraulic press which provided
adequate clearance for tube loading without disturbing the original
tube position. Increments were loaded in the DDT tube by weighing
a precise amount of explosive into the tube and pressing to a known
thickness (12.70 mm) using external stops. The length to diameter
ratio of an increment (12.7/16.27), therefore, was less than 1. All
DDT tubes were x-rayed after loading and before instrumenting.

At low densities (less than 1.25 g/cc), the DDT tubes can be
handpacked and this procedure was followed in several early experiments,

4
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However, it must be noted tiAt different permeabilities might be
expected for the different-preparations since the application of
force is continuous in one Pase (with the 300 ton press) and dis-
continuous in the other case (handpacking).

E. Ionization Pins

Two types of ionization pins were used in this work. The first
type was a commercial style used in regular detonation velocity
measurements (Model CA-1040 made by EG and G*). However, the initial
reaction front did riot consistently trigger the first pin (i.e., pin
closest to the ignitor) when a commercial ionization probe (IP) was
used. Consequently, a custom made IP was fabricated from copper
tubing (ID of 0.686 mm, OD of 0.813 mm--the latter is the same as the
EG and G pins) and No. 24 Formvar coated copper wire (inner conductor).
The smaller separation between the inner conductor and the sheath
(about 0.05 mm for NOL pins vs 0.25 for EG and G pins) resulted in
IPs which were more sensitive to flame fronts or weekly ionized gases.
Consequently, the custom-made NOL IPs were used in the two IP holes
closest to the ignitor while EG and G pins were used in the subsequent
eight holes. The pins were spiralled along the charge length to
reduce weakening the tube walls which must undergo gas loading during
the DDT buildup period. The depth of the IPs into the charge (6.1 mm)
was designed to yield velocity data near the axis of the charge and to
avoid triggering of IPs by potential "flashdown" between the charge
and tube walls in the more porous charges.

F. Strain Gages and their'Usage -

BLHThe strain gages are the same type used previously (31), i.e.,
BIH Electronics** Model C-I4. Their resistance is nominally
2000 + 10 ohms and'their gage factor '9) (see Appendix A) is normally
3.4 to 3.5 in. ohm/ in. ohm. The dirhension of the wire grid along
the x coordinate (tube axis in our experiments)is 10.4 + 0.2 mm.

The strain gages attached to the DDT tube were intended to
monitor pressure buildup as previously done (1,3) and also to indi-
cate, perhaps, the propagation of compressive waves within the explo-
sive charge. Our strain gages, with their rather large cross section
(i.e. 10.4 mm), are limited in their capacity to yield precision shock
velocity data. However, the facts that 1) they can be mounted exter-
nplly very easily (thus eliminating-exposure to hot combustion gases)
and 2) are relatively inexpensive led to their use as pseudo-velocity
gages.

A recent publication (10) indicates that the head of convective
flame front will have an average pressure of between 0.1 and 1.0 kbar

*EG and G, Inc., Santa Barbara Division, Goleta, California.

**BLH Electronics, Inc., Waltham) Mass,

5
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associated with it, depending upon various factors su-h as convective
rate, pore size, charge length, etc. Based upon a tieoretically com-
puted strain gage (SG) calibration of the present iP'iT tube (see
Appendix A), we should expect between 1 and 6 m.livolts output
associated with the passage of such a flame front. However, the
time-dependent elasticity effect (12) must be taken into account
for both weak pressure fronts (flame fronts) *nd compressive waves*.
By comparing the SG voltage output-time curves associated with known
types of reaction fronts, we may be able to determine the characteris-
tics expected for SG application under these rapid loading conditions.
Consequently, our "a priori" knowledge of the type of strain gage
E-t curves to anticipate during the passage of a front is rather
limited. We do know from the earlier DDT work on cast explosives (1,3)
that there is a rapid exponential increase in voltage (pressure) with
time resulting from the generation of pressure in a confined linear
(conductive) burning region. We can anticipate that this type of
curve might be observed in our experiments with very low porosity
(or higji values of % ThD) charges.

G. Instrumentation (General)

1) Ionization Probe Control Box

The IP circuits consisted of 2 identical groups of capacitor
discharge circuits which differed in the value of the discharging
resistance. Thus, the ratios of discharge voltage of the first 5
circuits varied in the sequence of 3, 2, 1, 2.5, 1.5; the second
group of 5 followed the same sequence. By using an A-B mode of an
oscilloscope preamplifier, ten different coded discharges could be
obtained on a single beam (3). The discharge voltage of the circuits
was 28 v.

2) Strain Gage Circuits

Two different circuits were used to measure strain (pressure)
along the DDT tube. A Wheatstone bridge circuit was used in the
earlier work (3) to measure pressure increases in the ignition region
of the tube; the same procedure was followed again. Two additional
circuits were built following the potentiometric method (9) of
measuring strain (see Appendix A for discussion of both Wheatstone
and potentiometric circuits). 7he ballast resistance was 6000 0
(i.e., three times the resistance of the strain gage). The input
voltages for the three circuits were supplied by three separate regu-
lated power supplies. The input voltages were set so that the
resultant output, E, from each strain gage would represent the same
amount of strain, e (see Appendix A).

* Time-dependent elasticity results when the load (pressure) is applied
suddenly. The resulting strain does not reach its maximum value
instantaneously but approaches its final value exponentially (the
departure from the baseline is approximately linear after the appli-
cation of the load).

-6
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3) Oscilloscopes

The ionization probe signals were recorded on the upper
beam of a Tektronix 551 dual beam oscilloscope while the output of A
the ignitor strain gage was recorded on the lower beam. Two 551
oscilloscopes were used because of triggering difficulties.
Initially, one 551 scope fdesignated 551A) wi~s triggered by the ignitor
ztraln gage output on a 5 mvicm sensitivity setting. The second 551
scope (designated 551B) was triggered by the discharge of the ioni-
zation probe closest to the ignitor; the sensitivity setting for the
ignitor SG on this scope was 0.1 or 0.2 v/cm. The 551A scope did
not trigger reproducibly. It either triggered prematurely because
of extraneous noise or it triggered at the correct SG voltage setting
but missed the first few IP discharges because of the low pressure
associated with the initial reaction fronts emanating from the ignition
region. Consequently, at times both 551 scopes were triggered by the
IP closest to the ignitor.

The voltage outputs from strain gages positioned intermediate
between the two ends of the tube but beyond the ignitor region were
recorded on a Tektronix 454 oscilloscope operated in a chopped mode;
this scope was triggered by the 551B oscilloscope.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Treatment of Experimental Data

1, 1) Ionization Probes

The ionization probe discharges were recorded on the upper
beams of the dual beam Tektronix 551 scopes as mentioned earlier.
Because the IP discharges have both positive and negative displace-
ments and only 4 vertical cm of the CRT was covered by the beam,
sets of timing marks were placed on separate photos to avoid crowding
and overlapping of IP and timing discharges. Time calibrations made
before and after a shot were identical within experimental reading
error so that in every other shot in a series, timing marks were
taken only after a shot. The Polaroid records were read on a Universal
telereader with a me-,nification factor :f two. The timing marks
(5, 1C, or 50 "sec intervals) were fitted by least squares technique
to an equation of the form

Time = aZ + bZ2 + cZ3  (I)

- where a, b, c are least squares para.netersZ = counts of timing marks from the telereader.

When the time interval of interest covered only a small part of the
total sweep time, "c" was set equal to zero. However, when the major
part of the horizontal sweep time was used, a nonzero "c" value gave
a better fit.

?"A
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The subsequent position time graphs of the IP discharges
indicated that the initial re.action front was accelerating. Con-
seqitently, the distance-time data for this front were fit to the
equation

xp = A + Bt + Ct2  (2)

where xF = position of initial reaction front

using a least squares treatment again*. For the detonation front,
the distance-time (x-t) data were fit to the equation

xDF + Dt (3)

where XDF = position of the detonation front

The standard deviation of the overall fit of eqn. (2) to the experi-
mental data was used to Aetermine whether the x-t point Just before
detonation was consistent with the projected path of the initial
reactive front. There were several occasions when this evaluation
wis helpful in interpreting the mechanism of transition to deto-
nation (see text below). The rate of this first reactive front can
be calculated at any time by differentiating eqn.(2) to yield

rF B + 2Ct dxp (4)

where B = rate at t 0

2C = acceleration of front

In terms of xF, we find that

rF = [B2 4 4C(xp - A)]i (5)

Po.- the detonation front, the overall fit of eqn. (3)
was to determine whether the first x-t point of the detonation front
should be used in measuring the steady-state detonation velocity
(parameter D in eqn. (3)). Cases where there was some question about
Lhe classification of this point will be discussed later.

* The selection of eqn. (2) to fit the experimental xF-t data was
purely arbitrary. An exponential equation such as x=
constant -ekt was also tried but the fit of the data to the ca'l-culated exponential equation was much poorer than that to eqn. (2).
The exponential-equation was considered because it.produces the
relationship

dxF /dt x xF ,

8
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2) Strain Gages

The number of strain .ages used in an experiment varied
during the course of this work. The ignitor area strain gages
(set of 2 used with the Wheatstone bridge) were always used and
consistently positioned 20.3 4 0.3 mm from the ignitor/explosive
interface. The output from tfiese strain aeges was always recorded
on the lower beams of the dual beam 551 scopes, although at
different voltage sensitivities. In this manner the ignitor region
strain (or pressure) is known unambigously relative to the IP x-t
data (i.e., there was no question concerning the successful trigger-
ing of another oscilloscope used to record a strain gage (SG) output).

There is an unintentional feature of our experimental setup
which allows cross checking of IP times with strain gage outputs from
SGs beyond the ignition region. Namely, a small, variable (from
experiment to experiment) voltage, , 20 mv, is superimposed on the
SG records by the IP discharges*. Thus we could plot the IP x-t
data using only the SG records as long as the SG output is on scale.
In one case where the 551 scope sweep time was too short, we have
gained additional information simply by analyzing the SG record which
covered a longer time period. Using these superimposed signals, we
can be certain that there was no premature or late triggering of
the other SG scope (i.e., the Tektronix 454).

The voltage sensitivities of the SG oscilloscopes were
determined by applying calibrated voltages to the oscilloscopes
after a run. The time calibration was performed as described above
(see "Ionization Probes").

B. Detailed Experimental Results and Discussion of Each Shot

1) Ammonium Picrate (Explosive D)

Two preliminary experiments were run with ammonium picrate,
at 90.1% and 70.3% TMD. At the lower density (1.21 g/cc, Shot 217)
a reaction front was observed only very close to the ignitor where
the NOT, IPs were located (the velocity for the 2.5 cm section was
0.11 nmnm/sec). Other IPs (commercial design) beyond did not dis-
charge even though the time scale was long enough for a 0.11 mm/psec
wave to reach at least four of these probes. A SG located 20 mm
from the ignitor/explosive interface gave a nearly constant voltage
of 1 my throughout the observation period of 500 gsec. The recovered
tube was intact except for the far end closure area (see Figure 2a),
There was considerable plastic deformation of the tube walls in the I
ignitor region indicating that considerable internal pressure was
generated before the tube ruptured at the far end closure (the weakest
point of the tube).

*This was also observed in the earlier work (15)..

9
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-4:0

lbb

FIG. 2 TUBE FRAGMENTS RECOVERED FROM AMMONIUM PICRATE EXPERIMENTS.
a-70.3% TMD CHARGE

b - 90. 1% PAD CHARGE (IGNITION END AT LEFT IN PHOTOS)

10
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The higher density experiment with ammonium picrate
(o = 1.55 g/cc) yielded considerably more information about burning
under confinement. Figure 3 shows the x-t data from the IPa while 1
the SG Voltage-time curves are shown in Figure 4. The recovered
tube fragments are shown in Figure 2b and indicate that ammonium
picrate did not undergo a transition to detonation at this density
either. From Figure 2b we can see that the pressure buildup in the
ignitor region is greater than that observed for the lower density
(1.21 gfcc) since the tube walls have ruptured. However, a transition
to detonation did not occur since the walls at the far end of the
tube are largely intact. Hence, Figure 2b illustrates the type of
behavior observed when a transition does not occur Out when the
pressure generated from confined burning exceeds the bursting
pressure of the tube. 3-3

The above interpretation is consistent with the IP data of'
Figure 3 where we see an initially discontinuous reaction front.
The reaction front for x > 130 mm* appears to be travelling at a
near constant velocity of 0.58 mm!usec. 21is velocity is definitely
subsonic by a factor of 3 or 4 (see discussion in Section IVA4 of
sound velocities in explosives) but is much faster than the velocity
of a flame front (linear burning rate) where heat transfer is by
conduction. The reaction front velocities, represented by the solid

.. lines, in the ignitor region of the tube are 0.56 + .01 mm!psec,
indicating that the same type of reaction front is-observed through-
out the tube but In a discontinuous manner**. The triangles shown
in Figure 3 represent times at which there are marked changes in
pressure at the strain gage locations at 20, 105, and 194 mm. In
Figre 4, the SG located at 194 mm shows no voltage (pressure)
increase until 475 gsec after the discharge of the ionization pin
at 41.4 mm. After this interval, the voltage increases linearly
but slowly with increasing time for 175 usec. The same type of
phenomenon is observed in the E-t curve for the 105 mm SG location
except there are two times 85 gsec and 290 gsec, at which the voltage
increased suddenly. The first break at 85 gsec represents the first
appea:ance of a pressure increase at the 105 mm location. The
second pressure break at 280 gsec appears to be associated with the
earlier part of the stable front detected downstream at x > 130 mm.
The 20 mm SG location shows an initially decreasing E-t curve until
170 gsec. After this time the voltage increases linearly, as
observed at the other SG locations, until a plateau is reached. A
plateau appears to be reached at all SG locations although at different
times (see discussicn below).

* As mentioned earlier, distance along the tube axis, x. is
measured relative to the ignitor/explosive interface shown
in Figure 1.

Note that the NOL and the commercial IPs give the same velocity,
well within experimental error (see Section IIE).
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When the IP and SG data in Figure 3 are analyzed jointly, it
appears that the reaction front observed throughout the tube is a con-
vective flame front. At 105 and 194 mm, we see that a slight increase
in voltage (pressure) occurs before the passage of the reactive
(convective) front. The pressure rise after the passage of the con-
vective front is linear and mild. These features are consistent with
the interpretation that the reactive front is a convective flame
front. A convective flame front is an ignition wave which is propa-
gated by the passage of hot combustion gases through the pores of the
charge. The hot gases are forced into the pores because of confine-
ment at the ignitor end of the tube. However, penetration of the
gases into the charge does not result immediately in the formation
of a convective flame front. The gases heat the pore walls and are
consequently cooled themselves. It is the continuous flow of gases
which raises the temperature of the pore warls until ignition in the
pores occurs and produces what is now the head of the convective
front. As a result of this process, we can expect that a strain gage
at position x should record a pressure rise just before the flame
front arrives at lrcation x, as observed in Figure 3. From the SG
measurements*, it appears that the convective front starts anew in
the ignition region at least twice and the last time (dashed line
followed by the solid line in Figure 3) is stable in its propagation.

There is a critical interplay between the pore distribution
of the charge (characterized by permeability) and the gas pressure
in the ignition region for convective burning. If the gas pressure
is too low, convective burning does not occur (7) and the burning
front is a conductive (linear) flame front. This conductive flame
front is characterized by a very slow but complete consumption of the
explosive in layers, in this case, perpendicular to the axis of the
tube. The rate of conductive (linear) burning is less than I0-4 mm/sec.
Above a certain critical gas pressure in the ignition region, pore
combustion commences (7). However, if the pressure in the ignition
region is not maintained sufficiently long after the convective burn-
ing begins, it is conceivable that the convective front may cease to
exist until adequately reinforced. The discontinuous nature of the
convective front in Figure 3 suggests that at 90% TMD, we may be
close to the convective combustion limit for our experimental arrange-
ment. On the other hand, convective burning of ammonium picrate
charges initially may be inherently unstable (16), due in part to
the low adiabatic flame temperature of ammonium picrate, about 17900K
at 1000 psi. (It should be recalled that the IP data from the 70% TMD
run discussed earlier also showed some peculiar behavior.)

* In discussions concerning the arrival time of a reactive front
at a SG location, we shall ignore the finite size of the SG
and correlate the arrival time with the location at the center
of the SG. In future work we hope to design experiments which

J.3 will show the "effective" arrival time at a SO location (based
on comparison of IP and SG data under "controlled" conditions).

13
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By the time the convective flame front reaches the far end
of the explosive charge, the gas pressure within the tube, as repre-
sented by the SG E-t curves in Figure 4, appears to be approximately
independent of position along the tube axis. The 20 mm SG data show
that pressure in the ignition region is approximately constant after
390 psec. This may reflect a thermal transfer to the SG from theburning bed through the steel walls*. However, the data that we have

concerning the thermal properties of the C-14 SG and the steel DDT
tube indicate that a positive apparent strain should result from any
heat transfer through the walls, a trend we do not observe. Con-
sequently, the voltage plateaus seen in Figure 4 apparently are not
the result of heat transfer to the SG and may be real effects arising A
from the convective burning phenomenon of ammonium picrate in our
system. If the SGs register pressure effects only, it is evident
that the entire tube became pressurized at about 2 kbar at approxi-

mately 650 psec, that is when the convective flame front reached the
end of the tube. The SG records also indicate the plastic flow
leading to tube rupture (as shown in Figure 2b) started at about
900-950 "sec.

h b In summary, convective burning with its subsonic velocity
has been observed at 90% TMD and probably at 70% TMD also. The
pressure increase behind the convective front is mild and appears
to reach a plateau (Figure 4). In the study of convective burning .
in propellant beds of cartridge charges for large gun ammunition (17),
the pressure level behind the convective front appeared to be nearly
constant along the length of the burning bed. However, the size of
the bed particles was much larger and the porosity was much greater
than in our 90% TMD ammonium picrate run. This plateau phenomenon
deserves additional attention but at present is a minor point in the
overall schedule of events in transitions to detonation as we shall
see below. The principal observation from the ammonium picrate data
is the absence of any large and rapid pressure increases, and the con-
sequent absence of a transition to detonation. The presence of a
precursor shock wave, required to initiate detonation, was not evident
from either the IP or SG date.

2) RDX/Wax Series

a) 91/9 RDX/Wax

At present the custom blended 91/9 RDX/Wax mixture has
been the most studied member of the RDX/Wax series. This mixture is
one in a projected RDX,/Wax series to study the DDT phenomena as the
shock sensitivity of a composite explosive is reduced by increasing
the wax content of the composite. The 91/9 RDX/Wax mixture has
undergone transitions to detonation for densities ranging from
94.5 to 67.3% TMD. The ionization distance-time (x-t) data have
been reduced according to eqns. (2) and (3) and the parameters as
listed in Table 1. To present a more complete picture of DDT in

* See reference 9, P. 387 for a discussion of temperature effects

on SG output.

14
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the 91/9 RDX/Wax mixture, we shall not discuss the data from the runs
strictly according to decreasing density as they are listed in Table 1.
Instead we shall discuss first those runs in which more insight con-
cerning the DDT mechanism can be gained from the experimental data.

Density: 1.44 g/cc (85.5% TMD) The experimental x-t data
obtained from the IPs for Shot 306 (p=11.44 g/cc) are shown in Figure 5.
The IP discharge times define an initial reaction front accelerating
mildly as it leaves the ignitor region. A much more rapid front
(a detonation wave) is then observed propagating through the latter
half of the charge at a velocity of 7.3 mm/psec. Least squares
analyses of the first six IP data points and the first seven IP data
points (according to eqn. (2)) indicate that a slightly better
statistical fit is found with the six data point set. The difference
is small (i.e., based upon the six point set, the seventh point
(130.0, 156.6) is 2.2 4sec "early") but is experimentally significant
as discussed below. The velocity of the initial front is 0.56 mm/sisec
at t=O and 0.73 mm/=sec at 150 psec based upon the least squares fit.
Also shown in Figure 5 are three SG excursion times selected from the
voltage-time curves for strain gages located at 20.2, 54.1 and 79.8 mm.
Figure 6 contains the E-t data for these SG locations*. The E-t curves
exhibit some of the features observed for ammonium picrate; namely,
the appearance of pressure just ahead of the convective flame front
and a mild monotonous pressure increase for a short time interval
after the passage of the convective front. In addition, the present
voltage-time curves exhibit a feature discussed below and observed
in all cases where detonation occurred.

The voltage-time data for the 79.8 mm SG, which represents a
1 typical behavior -7or a SG located beyond the ignitor region, shows
no voltage (presscere) increase until approximately 83 Psec, just before
the reaction front arrives at the 79.8 mm location. There is a gentle
rise in pressure following this time, very similar to the ammonium
pierate data. Consequently, we consider the first reaction front, as
outlined by the IPsin Figure 5, to be a convective flame front based
upon its low subsonic velocity and the mild initial pressure rise
after its passage. However, we see that the voltages after the con-
vective front passes do not approach a constant or maximum value, but
instead show a somewhat exponential increase in voltage with increas-
ing time. For the 79.8 mm SG, this postconvective excursion time, tpC,

*The SG E-t curves for this shot and other shots to be discussed later
do not cover the complete recording time. We have, instead, selected
time intervals which show the important features related to the DDT
mechanism. We have kept these data in the form of E-t rather than
converting to P-t by using the calibration data of Appendix A because
that calibration is a static one, and probably inf:pplicable to many
dynamic ituations. Rven when a dynamic calibration is made, the
loading rate cannot be expected to cover all those encountered in the
DDT studies. For example, the pre-excursioo loading rate of Figure 6,
91/9 RDX./ax, at 85.5% TMD, is about 6 x 103 kbar/sec and about the
same as that of Figure 4 (ammonium picrate at 90.1% TMD). It is possible
that the static calibration is applicable in both these cases, and yet
inapplicable to the higher pressure and loading rates of the excursions
in Figure 6.
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is 116 + 2 isec (relative to the aischarge of the first IP). S

excursion times for the 20.2 and 54.1 mm SG locations are 88 + 1 and
and 96 + 1 psec, respectively. [Note that these excursions begin at
voltages which are less than the voltage associated with the onset of
the plastic yielding 3f the tube wall (see Appendix A) and that the
pressure at which an excursion begins decreases for SGs located
farther from the ignitor interface.! In every case where an excursion
occurred, we have plotted only the time of that pressure increase,
and not the much milder one occurring just before and after the con-
vective front. (For ammonium picrate, only the latter occurred and
was the one plotted in Figure 3.)

The combined IP and SG data shown in Figure 5 provide an
insight into the behavior occurring in the predetonation region of
the tube. After action of the ignitor, a convective flame front
starts to propagate through the charge. Sometime after the passage
of the convective front a more rapid increase in pressure is detected
in a region where the explosive has been burning. It appears from
the SG records that the block symbols in Figure 5 may represent the path
(as shown by the dashed line) of a compressive wave or perhaps the
passage of the first of a series of compressive waves. Its source
must certainly TTen the confined burning of the explosive in the
ignition region after the convective front passage. What exactly has
caused it is not yet clear. For example, it is possible that an event
such as a thermal explosion of some of the burning material could
have occurred. In this case, the explosion should produce a compressive
wave travelling at local sonic velocity. On the other hand, once the
porous bed has been pressurized to a certain extent by the combustion

j gases, the pressure effect on the subsequent burning could lead to an
acceleration of the build-up process, leading to an exponential
pressure rise as was observed in the case for DDT in cast explosives
(1-3). For either case, we can treat the SG excursion times as
representing a compressive wave travelling, in this case, at a
velocity of 1.3 mm/tsec. This velocity is faster than that of the
convective front but slower than the sound velocity of the initial
cold and unpressurized explosive (see Section IVC4 for a discussion
of sound velocity data). We have called this compressive wave the
postconvective (PC) wave.

The seventh IP discharge time which was 2.2 psec "early" for
the convective flame front lies in the path of the postconvective
wave. This suggests that the PC wave has overtaken the convective
flame front before the onset of detonation as shown in Figure 5. The
time of intersection (t1 ) of the convective front and the PC wave as
shown in Figure 5 is about 148 psec. This time coincides with the
appearance of a large disturbance of several tenths of a volt which
is induced on all three SG voltage-time records (Figure 7 shows this
disturbance on the 20.2 mm SG record). The disturbance is apparently
electromagnetic in nature sinceit is recorded at the same time (time
uncertainty of + I psec) on all three SG records. The mechanism
causing the disturbance is unknown but appears to Le c'.,.nected with
the interaction of the PC wave and the convective flame front.

18
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FIG. 7 OSCILLOSCOPE RECORD FOR 85.5% TMD 91/9 RDX/WAX (SHOT 3U6).

UPPER TRACE - IONIZATION PROBE DISCHARGES.

LOWER TRACE - VOLTAGE - TIME CURVE FOR 20.2 mm SG LOCATION.
(NOTE LARGE ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNAL ON LOWER
TRACE BETWEEN SIXTH AND SEVENTH IF DISCHARGES.)
MAXIMUM OBSERVED VOLTAGE OUTPUT IS ABOUT
450 my.

FIG. 8 OSCILLOSCOPE RECORD FOR 90.1% TMD 91/9 RD./WAX (SHOT 305).

UPPER TRACE - IONIZATION PROBE DISCHARGES.

LOWER TRACE - VOLTAGE - TIME CURVE FOR 20.3 mm SG LOCATION.
NOTE LARGE ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNAL ON LOWER
TRACE.
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Finally it should be noted that the straight line for the PC
wave depends only on two SG excursion times and the IP datum at 155 mm.
The excursion time for the 20.2 mm SG locatin has been ignorad. Its
behavior is atypical of observations made at densities slightly higher
and slightly lower than this run (see results below for Shots 305 and
317).

The ooint of onset of detonation is defined whenever possible
by the extrapolation of the PC wave path into the path of the deto-
nation wave. In this way we have obtained a value of 15.5 4 0.5 em.
Analysis of the tube fragments confirmed this value; they slowed the
beginning of a tensile cracking pattern indicative of the detonation
at 16.2 cm 4 0.5 c.. The length of the predetonation column, which
we have defined by the symbol , for this experiment (charge density
of 1.4 &/cc) is 35.5 c.

Density: 1.51 &/cc (90.1% THD) Two experiments were run at
a density of 1.51 gfc.', Shots 215 and 05 in Table 1. Figures 9 and
10 show the position-time data for Shot 215 and Shot 305, respectively.
Shot 215 yielded limited SG data because one SG was located in the
detonation region. In both cases, the predetonation region indicates
a mildly accelerating reaction front which we again will classify as
a convective front. In Figure 9 (Shot 215), the fifth IP data point
(117.6, 87.7), point A, does not belong to either the convective
front or the detonation front. Consequently, it appears that point A
is associated with the PC wave after it has intersected the convec-
tive flame front es discussed earlier for Shot 306. The time of inter-
section of the two fronts ia $1 gsec as defined by the superimposed
signal on the two SG records (SGs located at 20.3 and 206.5 mm). The
SG signal at 20.3 mm was not recorded after this "B1" disturbance in
spite of the fact that only two thirds of its voltage range (0 - 0.6 v)
had been covered before the SO ceased recording*. The predetonation
column length, 1, was estimated to be 12.5 + 0.5 cm from the tube
fragment markings and the IP data. The velocity of the PC wave is
estimated to be 1.7 - 1.9 mm/isec from the IP data, point A, the time of
the SG disturbance (81 usec), and the extrapolated convective path.

The IP data for Shot 305 (Figure 10) show several interesting
features. Firstly, there is again an IP data point, point A in
Figure 10, which is associated with neither the convective front nor
the detonation front. Secondly, eleven IP discharges were recorded
as shown in Figure 8. The fourth IP signal is equal in polarity and
amplitude to the second IP signal. Apparently, the IP located at

*Such an event has occurred several times in the course of this work.
Since the SG signal is off scale, the SG has "opened" or a lead to the
gage has come loose. Although the latter can't be eliminated as an
explanation, the coincidence with thle "EM" disturbance time suggests
that the "EM" disturbance puts an additional current burden on the SG
circuit which can produce SG malfunction if the strain level is high.
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6.6 discharged twice--once with the passage of the convective
flame front and again with the passage of the PC wave (point B)*.

The SG voltage-time curves for Shot 305 are shown in Figure 11.
Unfortunately. the early portion of the SG data fron the 54.1 M.
location was lost due to faulty triagering of its cscilloscope.
However, E-t data were obtained for the 20.3 and T.5 = locations.
The type of curve observed is very similar to tho.e discussed
earlier for the 85.5% TM ran (Shot 306). Exponetial-like in-
creases in voltage are first observed at 23 + I and 63 + 1 tsec for
the 20.3 and 79.5 =_ SG locations, respectiviely.

Thus, as shorafl in Figure 10, the ionization probe data
(points A and B) together with the 79.5 mm SG excursion time define
a straight line which represents the passage of the postconvective
wave. The 20.3 mm SG excursion time does not fall on this line -t
does lie close to it. This is quite satisfactory since we do not
have any real justification for assuming that the PC wave velocity
must be constant over the entire length of the predetonation colu=.n
length. Temperature variations within the porous burning bed of
explosive and reinforcement of the PC wave from the ignitor end are
juzt two factors which would influence the velocity of the postconvec-
tive wave as it propagates toward the far end of the tube.

The "E" disturbance which appears to arise from the inter-
action of the convective flame front and PC wave is also seen in
Figure 8. The time of this disturbance is 71 usec and agrees very
well with the PC wave front and the convective front intersection
as outlined in Figure 10. The velocity of the PC wave in Figure 10
is 1.7 mm/msec. I is estimated to be 12.0 + 0.5 cm based upon the
two criteria mentioned earlier for Shot 3067

In the above discussions we have seen that IPs can define the
path of the PC wave after it has intersected the convective front.
However, IPs will not usually discharge on the passage of a pure shock
front. In the work on DDT in cast explosives, IPs discharged some
10-20 usec after the passage of a compressive front due to reaction
initiated by the compressive front. Here we see that the PC wave
propagates apparently at the same velocity in transiting from a burn-
ing porous bed into unburned explosive. It appears that the discharge
of IPs at the time of passage of the PC wave in unburned explosive
may be due to one or more of the following effects. IPs should dis-
charge on the passage of a compressive front if a sufficient quantity
of hot gases is present in the pores. Since convective burning was
present just before the discharge of the fifth IP in Figures 9 and 10,
this condition for discharge would be met. On the other hand, at
points A (in Figures 9 and 10) we may have the situation where the con-
vective flame front is being driven by the PC wave and is attached to
the PC wave.

*It is unusual for an IP to discharge again showing its full amplitude
since there is a large recharge time associated with our IP circuits
(time constant .1 see). Thus, it must have been the peculiar nature
of convective burning which allowed a second discharge. That is, the
flame must have been weak and extinguished in the "pore" associated
with the 66.6 mm ip location.

" - K am...z
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There is an analogy between the interaction of the PC wave
and the convective front as observed here for porous solids and the
transition to detonation phenomenon in gases. Lewis and von Elbe (18)
discuss experiments of Dixon where the interaction of compressive
waves running counter to or advancing from behind a gas flame front
were photographically recorded. They show an excellent kinematographic
record of a build-up to detonati(n in a CS2-02 mixture. Compressive
waves advancing from behind the gaseous flame front were obtained by
placing the ignitor some distance from the closed end of the tube.
Thus, burning could propagate in twa directiors from the point of
ignition. On reaching the nearer end, the reflected pressure pulses
combined to form a compressive wave which travelled through the
burned gases and overtook the other flame front. At the intersection
of the compressive wave and the other flame front, it was observed
that the flame front accelerated (although its veloity was below
that of the compressive front). A reflected compressive wave was
formed at the point of intersection and travelled back into the
burned gases. The Interaction of the flame and compressive fronts
did not produce immediate detonation although detonation did eventually
occur at a time greater than the recording time period.

Density: 1.59 g./cc (94.5% TM) Two experiments were ran with
91/9 RDX77ax at a density of 1.59 glcc (94.5% T1D). A transition to
detonation did not occur for the first run (Shot 222) as was evident
from the tube fragents (see Figure 12a) and the [P data. A transi-
tion to detonation did occur in a subsequent experiment (Shot 304).
We will discuss the successful experiment first and show later how
Shot 222 differs from it. Figure 12b shows the fragments from the
tube which underwent DDT. A comparison of Figures 12a and I2b shows
that in the absence of diapnos ie probe data it is sometimes quite 2
easy to distinguish between an experinent which produced DDT and one
which did not. Figure 12b is fairly typical of the type of tube
fragments found after a DDT of well compacted charges. The main
features of the recovered tube fragments that vary with charge density
are length of intact tUbe and the size of fragments from the deto-
nation region. The length of the recovered tube varies with the
length of predetonation column. length, 1, while the fragments from
the detonation region increase in size with decreasing density.

The IP position-time data for Shot 304 are shown in Figure 13.
In contrast to all the other experiments for 91/9 RDX/Wax except one
• that at 92.3% TMD), Figure 13 shows that the initial reaction front
a convective flame front) t not accelerating as it propagates down-
stream. The velocity of the convective front does not vary much
(+ .06 mm/lsec) when we consider either a i point, 5 point, or 6 point
fI data set. The main uncertainty lies in defining the path of the
convective front as used in the interpretation of the time, tI . A
detonation wave is observed in the latter half of the tube with a
velocity of 8.40 mm/gsec. The SG voltage-time data are shown in
Figure 1 of SG locations of 20.3, 79.5, and 104.9 mm. The 20.3 mm
SG location data show that an exponential-type excursion may have
occurred at about 10 psec. However, the voltage level is near the
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b

FIG. 12 TUBSE FRAGMENTS RECOVERD FROM 94.5 % IMD 91,A U)R/WAX EXPER~tN$.

(a-SHOT 222; b - SHOT 304)
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linear elastic strain limit and it Is difficulft to determine whether
a SG excursion has occuarred or uhether the voltage increase is dune to
plastic yieldlng of the tube wblls. The voltage data for the 79.5 MM
SG show the beginning: of a mild pressure increase at 31l tzsec,. just
before the "assage of the conective front*. From 321 iasec to 42 usec,
there is tt- Senl%.e pressaure (voaltage) increase associated with burn-
ing after the passage of the convective front. An cxpcnentlal- type
excursloa then orcura. a. 4,~ usec.

Sh~e voltage-time curve for the lOZL9 =n SG is different frv=
that Gtserved in arW of the preiously distussed experiments. Hiowever,
it'.s chcracteristics have -been observed in several rtuns for the SG
icatted far-thest from the Ignitor andA very clase to the Intersection
of thte cwvective I'ame tronit and the P~C wave. The volts-ge level from
zero tine to about L&9 asec is constant. After 53 lAsec., the 'voltage
is apparently n~egative before it begins increasing at 5i6 usec. - en-ce
we hev,- seiected the excursion tin~e as any timie between 53 and 56 pisec
and plotted both these times in Figure 13. The reason for the decrease
in voltage is not citer but it may be explained qualitatively by
as~zing the l±ormation o:C a strccig eampressive wave at some point
betwieen~ the Ignitor and the 104.9 mm SG, location.

A strain gage mounit"' on the outer sureace of a cylirdriCal
a tube with thze S-3 axis perpendicular to the tube axis will record
testia! strain- However, the tangential strain, e-, is related

q to the tangential stress, c, (and thererore to the internal pressur~
as discussed in Appendix A) in the elastic region by the equation

Etif =& (6)2*-*

where E modz~ius of elasticity
v Rwissonls ratioI

s axiel strain

or c. f(p)-"ve(7

if an axial strein is present, the ta; gential strain will not be
* directly proportional to the internal pressure but will be smaller.
jj This same type of %behavior has been observed by Flynn (11, 13) who used

straingas to monitor Internal pressure during the firing of small
bore and large bore gans. The (axial strain arises, in those situa-

*There Is a hint that a wild veoltage (pressure) increase is seen
before 31. tsec (5-18 ,asee). If It is real it could indicate soee
prepressurizat on of the porns by cooled combustion gases before Vae
arrival of the convective froL-t, something not seen earlier because
of the higher pex.ceability of t.he other charges.k
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tions, either from the rapid pressurization of the breech area by b'urn-
ing propellant or the notion of the projectile down the guan barrel.
A negative excursion occurs In the voltage output (tangential SG
circuit) for a short time period before the arrival of the projectile
at the SG location. Flynn has attempted to eliminate this situation
by using a special arrangemenit of five Ss so that the recorded
voltage is proportional to at + e (or a+*. (13). However, as of the
tim. of this writing, Flynn has not correlated quantltatively pro-
jectile arrival time with the time of onset of thie negative or positive
excursions of his records.

We have not shown or discussed SG records much above 35 mv
because of the uncertainty in the Internal pressure-strain relation-
shiSp for that voltage region. However, the SG records for locatiors
of ?9.5 and 104.9 mm In shot 304 have shown a characteristic which

[ is consistent to some extent with our interpretation of the inter-
action of the PC wave and the conventive flame front. That is, the
extended SG date suggest that a wave is -travelling toward the ignitor.
The extended SG date for 'the 79.5 and 104.9 mm locatilons are shown
in41 Figure 15. The two S~s indicate t-hat there are several fairly
linear IR-t regions after the excursion time. There is a pronounced
increase in the S-t _c1ope, however, at 84 and 77 masec, respectively,
for the 7;9.5- and 104.9 mm Set~ loations-suggesting either a sudden
oressure increase at that time or a sadden plastic yielding of the
tuIte walls. The latter would seem to be eliminated by the abeence
of such a plastic effect in tie other runs in this voltage region.
In aidition, the sudden change In slopes occur at different voltage
levels for the two pasitions. Consequently,, 'e have assumed that at
'17 and 84 jjsec, there were sudden npressure 'inerea3es within the tube
and these times have beer., plotted in Figure 13 along with the normal
PC excursion times.

When the combined IP and SG data are displayed as shown in
Figuire 13, we observe the same t5Te of build up process as discussed4
earlier for lower density experiments. A convective flame front
propagates through the charge at a velocity of 1.51 m/n.Asec; however,

K", recall that it is not accelerating. Scme time after the passage of
the convective froit, a PC wave is seen propagating at a velocity of
1.95 mm/i~sec through the porous burning bed. Based upon the time an
electromagnetic disturbance is observed on the voltage-time records
for SG locations at 79.5 and 104.9 mm. the PC wave overtakes the con-tvective front at 68 gsec and at 130 rAi. However, the IP at this
location does not discharge until. alost 3 gsec later. It is possible
that our selection of the intersect:.on time is in error by one or two 3

Siasee. However, at this high density, there should be very small
amounts of' gas present in the pores to effect a discharge of the
130.05 mm IP (see section IM~ for a discussion of the convective
front and its dependence on compaction). In the absence of sufficientA
hot gases, there may be an induction time to 1P discharge (as found
for cast explosives (2)).

An error in the intersection time does not change the mechanis-
tic picture which now suggests that a reflected shock originates as
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a result of the interplay of the convective front and the PC wave.
The reflected front as defined by points A and B in Figure 13 is
consistent with the observations of Dixon as discussed by Lewis and
von Elbe (18). The velocity of the reflected wave is 3.6 4 0.4 mmf/sec,
considerably faster than the PC wave. Attempts to find reflected
waves in other runs yielded negative results, primarily because of
the lack of sufficiently e.Ktended voltage records.

As mentioned earlier, another experiment with 91/9 RDX;Vax
at 1.59 g/cc did not detonate (Shot 222). The IP distance-time data
for Shot 222 are shown in Figure 16. At least three ':reaction fronts"
can be detected; their "velocities" have been designated in Figure lo.

The SG voltage-time data shown in Figure 17 are helpful in
confirming the nature of these fronts. They show that an exponential-
type increase occurs at 12 and 22 vsec for SG locations of 54.4 and
79.5 mm, respectively. When the SG data are combined with the
IP data, as shown in Figure 16, i. appears that the first reaction front
(velocity s 1.4 mm/usec) is a corvective flame front; its velocity is
quite comparable to that observed in Shot 304 (Figure 13). However,
it appears that a PC wave or, at least a compressive wave (shown by
the dashed line in Figure 16), was formed much earlier than in Shot
304 and intersected the convective front at about 18 psec. The
velocity of the PC wave or compressive wave is about 2.5 mm/usec based
on the SG data. The discharge of the IPs beyond 80 mm appears to be
associated with the passage of this compressive wave in a manner quite
similar to that observed for DDT in cast explosives (2,3).

The results of Shots 222 and 304 for a density of 1.59 g/cc
do not differ greatly in the early time period except that a compressive
wave overtook a convective front much closer to the ignitor region in
Shot 222. This seems to suggest that failure to detonate was due to

i inaccessible parameters, such as position and time of formation of the
necessary precursor shock. The tube fragments, Figure 12a, show that
a vigorous reaction did occur in the nondetonating run. As charge

i density approaches crystal density, the magnitude of the critical
initiating shock for detonation (as defined in shock initiation
studies) increases more rapidly for small increases in charge density
than at lower densities (8). Thus, our conclusion is that detonation
failed to be achieved in Shot 222 because of inadequate formation of
any initiating precursor shock, as indicated by the premature com-pression wave.

Density: 1.55 g/cc (92.3% TMD) Since one of the 94.5% TMD
shots did not undergo DDT, a subsequent experiment (shot 316) was run
at a slightly lower charge density (1.55 g!cc). A transition to
detonation did occur as shown by the IP data in Figure 18. However,
as found for Shot 304 (Figure 13), the convective front, which precedes
the detonation front, is not accelerating in its propagation toward
the far end of the tube.

The SG voltage-time curves for Shot 316 are shown in Figure 19
for SG locations of 54.0 and 79.1 mm. The 54.0 mm E-t data show some
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rather distinct increases in voltage in the convective and postconvec-
tive burning time interval for this location. For example, the first
voltage increase starts at about 12 .sec in good agreement with the
arrival of the convective front (vel. = 0.95 r n!psec) at the 54.0 mm
location. Beyond 12 isec, the voltage increases to a maximum (voltage
increase is about 2.5 my or 0.5 kbar) before it decreases slightly

to a plateau region. At 28 .isec, there is another increase in SG
voltage, again about a maximum of 2.5 mv, followed by a slight de-
crease to a plateau region. Following the second plateau, the PC
wave excursion begins at about 45 ,sec (for the 54.0 mm location).

The SG voltage data for the 79.1 mm location shows a small
increase starting at about 17 Psec which reaches a maximum increase
of about 1 mv before returning to its original "baseline". The next

kvoltage increase begins at about 35 4sec (corresponding to the arrival
of the convective front at the 79.1 mm location). The voltage increase
associated with this excursion is about 2.5 mv (i.e., about the same
magnitude as observed at 54.0 mm). As in tle case of the 54.o mm SG
data the voltage reaches a maximum before leveling out after the
passage of the convective front.

The 54.0 and 79.1 mm SG data are consistent to a degree with
the developing picture of pressure (voltage) increases with the arrival
of the convective front at a SG location. The small excursion (at
17 psec for the 79.1 mm SG location) which is anomalous has been
observed on several other shots at the SG location farthest from the
ignitor. Such excursions are believed caused by some pressure distur-
bance originating in the near end of the tube and propagating through
the steel confinement (i.e., it is analogous to SG records of Flynn (11).

When we consider the IP data and the PC wave excursion times
as determined from Figure 19, we again observe that the PC wave
(velocity . 1.6 mm/psec) intersects the convective front at about
94 isec as seen in Figure 18. The time of intersection of the two
fronts again is in good agreement with the recording of an electro-
magnetic disturbance on the SO records at this time (i.e., 94 gsec).

Density: 1.36 a/cc (81.0% TMD) Two experiments were with
91/9 DX?7ax at a density or 1.35 g/cc (81.0% TMD). The first run,
Shot 220, did not yield any S0 data. The ionization probe data,
shown In Figure 20, reveal a convective flame front which appears
to be travelling at a constant velocity of 0.45 mm/isec. A detonation
wave was observed about 12 cm beyond the ignitor interface and had a
velocity of 6.8 mm/psec.

The second experiment at this density, Shot 317, yielded a
' TA more complete picture of the buildup to detonation and also showed

different behavior in the predetonation region of the charge.
Figure 21 shows the IP date along with the PC excursion times derived
from the SO data (Figure 22). The initial reaction front, a convec-
tive flame front,has a velocity of 0.38 mm/psec at zero time. In
contrast to Shot 220, Figure 20, the convective front is definitely
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acceleratingz its velocity is 0.61 mm/msec at 210 vsec, a time just
before the projected intersection of the convective and PC fronts.
However, no electromagnetic disturbance was observed on any SG record
for this run.

The strain gage voltage-time curves for Shot 317, shown in
Figure 22, reveal the same features discussed earlier for the con-
vective front and the PC excursion. PC excursion times of 128, 149
and 170 gsec have been selected for the 41.7, 66.6 and 92.2 mm SG
locations, respectively. One distinct feature noted in Figure 22,
however, is the decrease in dE/dt in the time interval of 200 to
220 psec for the 92.2 mm SG location. Although not shown completely
in the figure, at times beyond 220 psec, dE/dt does increase even
more rapidly than it did earlier (i.e., at 190-200 lisec) for the
92.2 mm location. At present we have no explanation for this sigmoid
behavior of voltage with increasing time for the 92.2 mm location.
There is the possibility that this behavior indicates a large axial
strain in the steel tube. The 66.6 mm SG location would show less
deviation from a tangential strain value (see equation 5) simply
because the pressure at 66.6 mm is 2 to 3 kbar (20 my) hi her than at
92.2 mm at 200 Psec. The 66.6 mm SG record does show a isigmoid
characteristic (i.e., having a point of inflection) at higher voltage
(at about 60 mv at 210 4sec). Thus, the voltage-time curves from
the two strain gages at 66.6 and 92.2 mm are qualitatively similar.
The bends in the curves occur at widely different voltages suggesting
that the time associated with the bend is the more important charac-
teristic.

The postconvective wave for this shot is defined by the
dashed straight line in Figure 21 which passes through the SG excur-
sion time points for the 66 .6 and 92.2 mm locations and also through
the seventh IP discharge time. (As discussed earlier for Shots 306
and 305, this seventh IP point is not associated with the projected
path of the convective front nor with the path of the detonation
wave.) The velocity of the PC wave is 1.35 mm/gsec. The excursion
time for the 41.7 mm SG location does not lie on the path of the PC
wave but does lie close to it (this contrasts with Shot 305 (density
of 85.5% TMD), Figure 9).

The point of transition to detonation in Figure 21 is selected
as 17.5 cm. This value contrasts sharply with the 12.0 cm found for
the same density in the earlier run (Shot 220). The time from dis-
charge of the 41 mm IP to the onset of detonation is about 230 Isec
for Shot 317 but only 137 4sec for Shot 220. In addition, the con-
vective front was accelerating in Shot 317 but not in Shot 220.
Thus, it is quite evident from these data that the buildup process
leading to detonation in these two experiments is quite different.
Based upon comparison of A values and the nature of the convective
front for experiments at Tow and high densities, we believe that

&Shot 317 is more representative of DDT for a density of 81.0% TMD.

Density: 1.32 g/cc (78.8% TMD) To check the widely diver-
gent results for 91/9 RDX/Wax at a charge density of 81.0% TMD (see
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above), a run (Shot 315) was made at a slightly lower density, 1.32
&/cc (78.8% TMD). The distance-time data (IPs and SG excursion
times) are displayed in Figure 23 and show initially a mildly
accelerating convective front propagating downstream. The convectiv%
flamefront accelerates from 0.38 mmAisec (t = 0) to 0.53 mm/psec
(t = 235 tLsec). The velocity of the detonation wave, as shown by
the IP data, is 6.8 mm!gsec. T e SG voltage-time curves for this
run are shown in Figure 24. Again the E-t curves display general
charact"eristics associated with the convective front and the post
convective front. The excursion times for the PC front selected
from Figure 24 are 149, 169 and 197 asec for SG locations at 53.9,
79.9, and 104.9 mm, respectively. When these excursion times are
plotted in the x-t plane, i.e., Figure 23, the three SG locations
define again the path of the PC wave. The velocity of the PC wave at
this density is the lowest observed, 1.1 mm/gsec. The path of the PC
wave was defined by the three excursion times, in addition to the
electromagnetic disturbance observed or the SG records at 235 "sec.

The length of the predetonation column is approximately
15.5 cm and the time from discharge of the 41 mm IP to the onset of
detonation is about 240 gsec. These data for this 78.8% TMD run
(Shot 315) are much more consistent with Shot 317 (81.0% TMD) than
with Shot 220 (81.0% TMD)--see above.

Density: 1.29 gicc (76.5% TMD) Shot 312 (1.29 g/cc) under-
went a transition to detonation at about 19.5 cm. The IP data, shown
in Figure 25, indicate that the velocity of the convective front
increased from 0.38 mm/t.sec at 40 mm to 0.56 mm!4sec at 180 mm. The
SG excursion times shown in Figure 25 were selected from the voltage-
time SG records displayed in Figure 26.

The E-t curves in Figure 26 show the typical behavior of
pressure (voltage) increases associated first with the convective
front and then the PC front. However, the curves also show, for the u
first time, that the voltage curves, for different SG locations along
the tube, intersect at a voltage (pressure) level less than 40 mv
(<4.5 kbar). Specifically in Figure 26, we see that the output of the
79.5 mm SG exceeds the output of the 20.1 mm SG after about 265 psec.
This observation is discussed in more detail in Appendix B.

The postcnnvective wave in Figure 25, as defined by the two
strain gages farthest from the ignitor, intersects the convective flame
front just prior to the onset of detonation. The velocity of the PC
wave at 1.6 mm/sec, however, is now faster than the estimated sound
velocity of the original cold, unpressurized explosive charge (see
section IVA.4 for a discussion of sound velocities at various com-
pactions).

Density: 1.25 g/cc (74.3% TMD) The IP date for the 1.25 g/cc
experiment Shot 30.) are shown in Figure 27. A detonation wave is
not observed until 405 4sec after the discharge of the IP at 41.2 mm.
The convective flame front is observed propagating slowly in the
predetonation column of explosive. Initially the convective velocity
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is 0.29 -lusec and then increases to Q -.9 4- usec tefV,-re tha ons.a-
of detonation. The SG voltage-ti-e data over c seie-zeted -zie t-t.'er- Z
val is shown in Figure 23. The SG data for locations f 0. Z a.I
104.9 mn are typical of the general ease discussed earler. Th* A-
voltage increases just before the arrival of the conveti-e r=Ont at
the SG locations (these portions of the curve are not show . The I
beginning of the exponential-type increase in pressure is observed at
300 and 348 usec for the 20.3 and 1014.9 mm SQ, respectively. The SG
at 155.7 mm shows some peculiar features such as those discussed
earlier for Shot 34. For this SG location, there is an increase in
voltage at 300 usec, just before the passage of the convective front
as expected. However, this "pressure" is relievedand the E-t data
show small perturbations about a straight line until 3b6 usec. After
that the voltage decreases urntil 3814 sec at which time a rapid positive
excursion begins. The excursion time for the 155.7 mm SG can be any
time between 3b and 384 usec, as discussed earlier for Shot 304*.

The combined IP and SG data of Figure 27 show the pattern of 
3i

a PC wave travelling through the burning explosive bed sometime after
the passage of the convective flarte front. We have used the electro-
magnetic disturbance time, in this case (398 usec) to define the path
of the PP wave between 120 and 190 mm. Using the electromagnetic dis-
turbance time, along with the two other SG excursion times, we see
that the exeursion time for the 155.7 mm SG is indeed between the two
selecteO times, 366 and 384 usec. The velocity of the postconvective
wave is 1.8 mm/vsec, considerably faster than the convective flame
rate and the sound velocity of the cold, unpressurized explosive bed.
This IaTter observation is different from all the previous PC velocity

i observations except for Shot 312. That is, only above 78.8% TMD is
the velocity of the postconvective wave less than the estimated sound
velocity of the original explosive charge.

The SG voltage-time data in Figure 28 also show that the out-
put of the 104.9 mm SG exceeds the output of the 20.3 mm SG after about
367 psec. This intersection of E-t curves occurred in the 76.5% TMDexperiment aliso.

An earlier run had been made at a density of 1.25 g/cc
. (Shot 224). However, the IP data were incomplete, extending only to

180 mm from the ignitor/explosive interface, as seen in Figure 29.
The tube fragments showed the tensile cracking pattern beginning at
23.5 cm. Hence we have assigned an t value of 23.0 + 1.0 for this
run. This is 2 cm longer than found in Shot 307 for the same density.
We have compared the IP data for these two runs and found that they are
very similar except for the first IP dat point. Displacing the time
coordinate 18 (+ 2) 4sec for Shot 224 showed almost identical convec-
tive front paths for tube distances greater than 60 mm. Thus, for

*Note that this negative decrease in the E-t curve just before the
arrival of the PC wave occurs when the distance between the SG and the
point of intersection of the convective and PC fronts is small. In
this shot, this distance is about 4 cm. For the 1.29 g/cc experiment
(see Figure 26 where there was no negative decrease, the distancl be-
tween the SG fhrthest from the ignitor and the point of intersect ion
of the fronts is about 7 cm. -
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Shot 224 somethin delayed the propagatiun of the convective front in
the i4,?itor region. It is interesting to speculate that this factor
may have also been re cvaible for the increask length of the pre-
detonation column, I, relative to Shot 307. Figure 30a shows that
the ignitor end tube fraent from Shot 307. with its waller value
for Z, is comparable with its counterpart, fro Shot 224 (Figure 30b).
Nte-in this figure the differeat fragmentation for the ignitor end
in these two experiments.

Density: 1.17 g,/cc (69.8% THD) This run (Snot 225) has the
lowest charge density that was prepared using the hydraulic press.
Ten IPs were used but only nine discharged. The I? which didn't dis-
char e even though the time scale was long enough was the last in the
tube at 263. 4 mm, a very important data point. Figure 31 shows the
IP data and the SG excursion times for three SGs located at 20.3,
!30.6, and 156.0 mm. The IP data define the path of a convective
aront zropagatin toward the far end of the tube. The velocity in-
creased from 0.2o mmAvsec (t = 0) to 0.5 mm/gsec (t - 600 usec).
There is no evidence of a detonation front from the IP data. The SG
voltage-time curves for a selected time interval are shown in Figure
32. The pressure (voltage) recorded at all SG locations increases
very slowly with time until the time Qf the PC excursions.

An electromagnetic disturbance was observed on the 20.3 mm
SG low sensitivity record at 606 usec. We have assumed that this time
represents the intersection of the convective front and the PC wave
and have accordingly drawn the PC wave based upon this assumption.
In this case the velocity of the PC wave is 1.9 mm/psec, definitely
supersonic with respect to the original cold explosive charge. Based
upon the incomplete diagnostic data ue have estimated that the onset
of detonation was at 27.5 + 1.0 cm. The t tbe fragments were not very
helpful in locating the point of DDT because of its proximity to the
far end of the tube. However, detonation appears to have occurred
because the tube fragments from this experiment were very similar
to those recovered at slightly higher densities (i.e., shots 224.,
307 and 312).

The SG voltage-time curves of Figure 32 show that the voltage
outputs for the two S0 locations farthest from the ignitor exceed
the output for the 20.2 mm SG location at least 50 psec before the
estimated time of onset of detonation. This pattern has been observed
for all charge densities less than 78.8% TMD.

Density: 1.13 gcc (67.3% TMD) This charge was packed by
vibration'to give the lowest stable charge density (Shot 221). It
was the first of the low density charges fired and its diagnostic
data are incomplete. Data reduction of the seven IP data covering
the range of 40 to 200 mm showed that the convective front was
propagating initially at a velocity of 0.26 mm4usec, the same velocity
as for the 69.8% TMD charge (Shot 225). However, it appeared to be
accelerating slightly faster, as shown in Table 1. Based upon the
tube fragment markings starting between 26 and 26.5 cm, detonation was
judged to have started at 26.5 1 1.0 cm.
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b) 94/6 RDXM.'ax

A single run has been made with the 94/6 RDX/Wax mixture.
Shot 214 (Table 1) was handpacked to give a charge density of 1.21
g/cc (70.3% TMD). The IP data are shown in Figure 33. There are no
high sensitivity complementing SG data for this run. The initial
reaction front appears to be a convective front based upon its low
velocity. The velocity increases from 0.36 mm/isec at zero time to
0.47 mm/isec at 140 psec. Least squares analysis of the fifth IP
datum, point A in Figure 33, indicated that it does not fit the pro-
jected path of the convective flame front as defined by the first
four IP data. In addition, point B in Figure 33 does not appear to
be associated with the steady state detonation front. When the last
four points are used to calculate the detonation velocity, D from
equation (3), the standard deviation, sd , of the total fit, decreases
to 0.47 from a sd of 1.95 when the last 5 IP data points are used.
Correspondingly, D increases to 6.59 + 0.08 mm/psec (4 data point set)
from 6.36 + 0.24 mm/psec (5 data point set). This statistical treat-
ment is consistent with the tube fragment wall markings. Consequently,
the predetonation column length, t, is estimated to be 13.5 + 0.5 cm.

Points A and B in Figure 33 appear to be associated with a
precursor wave, perhaps identical to the PC wave observed in the 91/9
RDX/Wax mixture. If we assume that points A and B define a single
wave, then its velocity is 1.0 mm/psec, very close '.- the estimated
sonic velocity for the initial cold explosive charge.

c) 97/3 RDX/Wax

A single low density run has been made for the 97/3 RDX/Wax
mixture also. Figure 34 shows the IP data for Shot 218 (p 1.25 g/cc.
70.9% TMD). Only three IP data points lie in the convective flame
front region and have been fitted using equation (2). The initial
convective velocity, 0.44 mm/sec, at 41 mm increases to 0.67 mm/psec
at 80 mm.

The tube fragments indicated the onset of steady state deto-
nation at 9.5 to 10.0 cm, slightly higher than suggested by the fourth
IP data point. Consequently, the last seven IP points were analyzed
by least squares using equation (3). sd was found to be 1.11: 0.72,
and 0.75 when the data sets consisted of the last seven points, the
last six points, and the last five points, respectively. The corre-
sponding values for D were 6.62 1 0.10, 0.68 + .08, and 6.70 + .10
mm/paec. We have selected, therefore a tentative predetonation
column length of 9.5 + 0.5 cm for this density of 97/3 RDX/Wax.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Effect of Compaction in 91/9 RDX/Wax Mixture

1) Convective Flame Front

The experimental ionization probe data have shown that the
first reaction front propagating beyond the ignition region travels
at subsonic velocities (0.3 to 0.9 mm!4sec in the 70-90% TMD range).
Simultaneous strain gage measurements have indicated that the pressure
associated with this initial front is low (< 1 kbar). Consequently
this reaction front has been classified as a convective flame front,
identical to that observed by Griffiths and Groocock (5) in their work
on DDT of porous, shock-sensitive explosives. Although there has
been work devoted to characterizing the stability limits for convec-
tive burning, there have been no previous measurements in which the
convective flame velocity has been studied as a function of charge
density.

For the 91/9 RDX/Wax mixture, the convective flame velocity,
r, has been found to increase with distance, x, travelled from the
ignitor/explosive interface. Consequently, in comparing r as a
function of charge density we must select first a value for x. We
have calculated convective flame velocities from equation (4) using
the values for the parameters B and C listed in Table 1. In Figure
35a the convective velocity is shown as a function of compaction for
x = 41 mm. From 67 to 90% TMD, the convective velocity increases
apparently linearly. However, at densities greater than 90% TMD,
there is a sharp increase in slope. For values of x larger than
i1 mm, the same type of behavior is observed. In Figure 35b we have
plotted the convective velocity at the time of intersection of the
convective front and PC wave, ti, as a function of density. The
same general trend as shown in Figure 35a is observed except that the
curvature is more continuous.

Because of the sudden increase in r at densities above
90% TMD (Figure 35a), the question arises as to whether the rates
above 90% TMD represent a convective flame front or a pseudo flame-
front as found for the cast explosives (3). Our SG data show that
the voltage-time profiles at 92.3 and 94.5% TMD (Figure 19 and 14,
respectively) seem to follow the same general pattern interpreted
in terms of a convective front and a postconvective (PC) wave found
for lower densities. In addition, the trend from 90.1 to 94.5% TMD
seems to be smooth (Figure 35a). It is of interest that the convective
velocities for 92.3 and 94.5% TMD were the same at x = 41 mm and at Xl;
this contrasts with the behavior at lower densities where the convec-
tive front accelerates. Our present conclusion is that convective
burning occurs at all densities up to 94.5% TMD. However, as crystal
density is approached, the stability of the convective front decreases
sharply (due to inadequate gas reinforcement), but the rate increases
due to more efficient heat transfer. This point is discussed more
thoroughly at the end of this section.
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The convective front velocities as shown in Figure 35a
(i.e. at x = 41 mm) appear to be consistent with the analog of burn-
ing in a single crack or pore. Several investigators have published
data on the propagation of convective burning in cracks for pro-
pellants with different compositions. Godai (21) used a polyester/-
ammonium perchlorate propellant and observed that the burning rate
in the crack increased as the crack separation decreased. Pressure
was not held constant since propagation into the crack requires that
an increasing critical pressure be exceeded with decreasing crack
separation. His data were taken just beyond the critical pressure.
Payne (22) used a propellant of unspecified composition but studied
propagation into a crack at a constant pressure of 700 psi. He
found that the flame propagation rate increased rapidly as the crack
width decreaseci Bakhman (23) earlier had reported similar results
for a Russian ballistic powder although his crack consisted of a
separation between a glass wall and the ballistic powder. The maxi-
mum convective rate was found at a separation of 0.15 mm and it was
100 times greater than the linear (conductive) burning rate at the
same pressure (0.1 kbar)**.

More recent Russian results, just available to us, extend
the pressure range of the earlier studies of flame propagation in
single pores. Belyaev et al (10) describe semiquantitatively the
results obtained from studies of a constant pressure system which had
been prepressurized with an inert gas. Without correlating results
with the type of explosive or propellant studied, Belyaev et al
schematically showed the variation of propagation rate along the
length of closed (at the far end) and open pores. For the closed
pore, the rate increases for about the first 20% of the path length
before reaching a steady propagation rate. For the open pore, the
rate increases to a much higher value during the first 45% of the
pore length before it reaches a constant level. The authors (10)
state that the propagation rate increases as the width of the pore
decreases and also that increasing the length of the pore has the
same effect as decreasing its width. For the constant pressure
system. the authors list some propagation rates which increase from
.055 mm!Asec for a 0.6 mm crack to 0.30 mm/psec for a 0.2 mm crack.

The corresponding maximum pressure at the bottom of the pore (crack)
increases from 0.3 kbar to 1.8 kbar.

*At comparable crack separations, the flame velocities of Payne
exceeded those of Godai by two orders of magnitude e.g., 356 mm/secvs 2 mm/sec at a separation of 0.1 mm (pressure not constant).

**Although Bakhman did not give the linear burning rate of the
ballistic powder, it is estimated to be at least 7 mm/sec.
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Our conve-tive velocity data for 91/9 RDX,/Wax, as defined
by the IP times, show that the velocity increases slowly with increas-
ing distance from the ignitor/explosive interface* except for two
instances, i.e., velocities at 92.3 and 94.5% TMD. This observation
contrasts with the results of Belyaev at al (10) but, we think, only
because our system is not a constant pressure system. The magnitude
of our convective flame velocities are quite comparable to those
reported by Belyaev at al (10) especially when we consider the
variation in rates which may arise from compositional differences in
explosives.

The literature results show that reasonably high convective
burning rates can be obtained in single pores at modest pressures and
that these rates increase with decreasing crack separation (or with
decreasing pore size). Our data are obtained at varying densities.
Since the pore size of the charges decreases with increasing density,
our experimental results show that the convective velocity increases
with decreasing pore size. Thus, our convective flame front velocity
follows the same dependence on pore size as found for convective propa-
gation within single pores. That i3 not to say that only pore size
determines the convective velocity. Pressure in the pores will in-
crease as the pore size decreases and this leads to a larger heat
flux into the pore walls. Consequently, the velocity of the convective
front in our study should depend, at the least, on both pore size and
pressure.

The propagation of a convective flame front in a porous
bed of explosive or propellent depends, in part, on the permeability
of the charge (see section III.B for a more extensive discussion of
convective burning). We have not made any permeability measurements
as yet. However, two sets of permeability data for porous explosives
are available in the Russian literature. We have taken these data,
as displayed in graphical form in the translated papers, and reduced
them to give the permeability measurements in consistent units as
described in Appendix C of this report.

The permeability of a porous bed is characterized usually
by measuring the flow of a fluid through the packed bed and calculat-
ing a permeability coefficient, Bo, as defined by the Darcy equation.
The Darcy equation states that the rate of flow of a homogeneous fluid
in a porous bed is directly proportional to the pressure gradient caus-
ing the flow, i.e.

*Equation (5) shows that with the selected data reduction equation

M (equation (2)), the convective velocity increases with the square
root of the distance from the ignitor interface (i.e. x .

I
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where u = linear fluid velocity, cm/sec
Q = volume of fluid flowing in time t, cm3

A = cross sectional area of sample bed, cm
2

i = viscosity of fluid flowing through the bed, g/cm secdp =dp = pressure gradient across sample or increment of sample

length, dyne/cm3

Bo = permeability coefficient, cm
2

There is some confusion in the literature concerning the
units of Bo. Workers in the oil industry in the early part of this
century adopted a unit called the darcy, which is a mixture of cgs
and other units. A darcy corresponds to the flow of one ml/sec
through a cm-cube with a pressure difference of one atm/cm 2 between
opposite faces, using a fluid with one centipoise viscosity. However,
to avoid confusion it is best to use a consistent set of units, e.g.,
the cgs units. The units of B0 n equstion (8) are cm2 in the cgs
units; a darcy equals 9.87 x 10 cma.

The Darcy equation, of which equation (8) is one form,
is valid for viscous, laminar fluid flow. For equation (8) to be
valid for gases, the pressure gradient, dp/dx, must be small to avoid
compressibility corrections (see Carman (30) for a general discussion
of gas flow through porous beds).

Andreev and Chuiko (16) measured a permeability coefficient
for various explosives (e.g., PETN, tetryl, RDX) with various particle
sizes. Their data, which covered the density range of 20 to 85% TMD,
showed that the permeability decreased exponentially with increasing
density, with minor exceptions. Their experimental data for 5-20.,
200., and 510-550P PETN are shown in Figure 36 (see Appendix C for a
more thorough discussion and compilation of their data). The experi-
mental technique of Andreev and Chuiko apparently met the criterion
of a small pressure gradient across their samples since their pressure
drop was reported in units of millimeters of Hg. Andreev and Gorbunov
(27) measured a few additional permeability coefficients for a variety
of explosives; these date are similarly contained in Appendix C.

Belyeev, Korotkov, and Sulimov (7) measured permeability
coefficients for similar explosive systems (e.g. PETN and TNT). How-
ever, the data of Belyaev et al. were token in the density range of
85 to 97% TMD. These data showed that the permeability coefficient
decreased more rapidly than an exponential dependence on density in
this higher-nsity range (these data of Belyaev et al. are also
compiled in Appendix C). We have plotted in Figure 36 the high density
date of Belyaev et al. for l0-20P and 550P PETN. It is quite reason-
able to Join the two sets of permeability data (i.e., Andreev and
Chuiko (16) and Belyaev et al. (7)) since the particle sizes are quite
closely matched. The effect of particle size on B0 can be easily seen
from the more complete data in Appendix C. At very small particle
size ("microcrystalline") such as 54, B. was independent of explosive
composition at constant compaction (16).
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We have connected the two sets of data in Figure 36 with a
smooth dashed line. For both particle sizes it is apparent that the
logarithm of Bo varies linearly with compaction for a given particle
size only up to a critical density or a critical value of Bo (i.e.,
crit critB0  ). Beyond B , the permeability coefficient decreases very

0
rapidly. This fact is consistent with the requirement that Bo become
vanishingly small near 100% TMD. The data in Figure 36 show, in
addition, that the material with the smaller particle size reaches
its critical permeability coefficient at a higher porosity (lower
density) than does the coarser material. This latter point is impor-
tant in comparing the DDT behavior for different particle sizes and
will be discussed later in section IV.A.5.

The permeability data as shown in Figure 36 are important
since they can be used in the Darcy equation (equation (8)) to indi-
cate how the laminar flow conditions change with varying compaction.
For a constant pressure gradient, Bo is proportional to the gas (fluid)
velocity, u, in the porous bed. Let us consider a constant pressure
gradient and determine how u varies with compaction. Below Bgrit u
decreases slowly with increasing compaction. As Bo approaches and
then becomes smaller than Bcrit, the velocity of the flowing gases
begins to decrease very rapidly until the flow becomes "choked" at

high compaction where Bo < Bgrit. For an increase in density from
90 to 95% TD (where Bo decreases from 10-10 to 10-12 cm2 , respec-

tively, for 510-5504 PETN), the flow velocity decreases by two orders
of magnitude. Consequently, the term "chocked flow" is used to
describe flow in the compaction region where the permeability

coefficient is decreasing very rapidly (i.e., B < Bcrit).

Although it is useful to define Bgrit in considering the

effects of charge permeability, it must be kept in mind that the
Darcy equation (equation (8), which defines Bo) is valid only for
ccnditions of laminar flow. These conditions are obviously not satis-
fied in the propagation of the convective flame front. For example,
the order of magnitude of the gas velocity behind the convective front
can be determined because the gas velocity proTucing convective burn-
ing must be greater than or equal to the convective flame velocity.
In our experiments u 2 r > 2 x 104 cm/sec. It is clear that the Darcy
equation can not describe the pressure gradients within our nystem
at such high flow velocities.

Carman (30) has discussed the extension of the Darcy
equation to situations in which the gas flow within the porous bed
is no longer laminar. As the gas velocity increases in a porous bed,
the resistance to flow changes from viscous resistance to inertial
resistance. The pressure gradient within the bed is related to the
fluid velocity by the equation
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dp/dx =aou + boPu 2  (9)

where ao = viscous flow resistance coefficient =pB O

bo = inertial flow resistance coefficient

p = fluid density

The coefficients ao and bo are independent of the mechanical properties
of the fluid and characterize the structure of the porous bed. The
coefficient bo is not a constant, according to limited data available,
but depends weakly on u. It is apparent from equation (9) that for
the evaluation of pressure gradients within the explosive beds, the
permeability data of the Russians can serve to characterize one type
of resistance to flow. It appears that the determination of inertial
resistance is also important for a thorough evaluation of the packing
of the explosive bed at conditions approaching our experimental
conditions.

When the convective burning rate data, as shown in Figure
35a are considered along with the permeability correlations of Andreev
et al. (16,27) and Belyaev et al. (7), one notices that the sudden
increase in the convective rate starting Just about 90% TMD correlates
roughly with the choked flow conditions beginning at B8rit. That is,
decreasing permeability coefficients parallel increasing convective
flame velocities, and sharp changes in permeability coefficients (such
as noted with increasingly high density) are reflected in sharp changes
in the convective flame velocity and in other variables important to

* the buildup process necessary for DDT (see section IV.A.5). Based upon
this interpretation, it appears that the permeability data obtained at
very low flow velocities (laminar flow) are sufficient to characterize
Oualitatively the dependence of the convective flame velocity on
c arge compaction.

2) Detonation Velocity

In addition to measurements of the convective flame frontvelocity, our ionization probes discharge times have allowed us to

measure the detonation velocity for experiments where DDT was observed.
The detonation velocities for 91/9 RDX/Wax are shown in Figure 37 as
a function of compaction. Although there is considerable scatter in
the data (error bars in Figure 37 represent + twice the standard
deviation), there appears to be linear relationship between D and %
TMD. A least squares treatment of the raw data (i.e., without weights)
yields the equation

D = 0.1847 + 8.403 A (10)

cr ha The infinite diameter detonation velocity vs A (i 0o/40
curve has not been characterized very well for 91/9 RDX/Wax. Working
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with unconfined charges in the range of 3.7 - 4.1 cm diameter and
densities of 0.92 - 1.61 g/cc, Coleburn and Liddiard (14) found

Di - 1.62 4 6.943 A (11)

As the effective charge diameter decreases, the intercept value also
decreases while the slope increases (8). For example in the high
confinement of a steel cylinder (0.2 in.ID, 1.0 in.OD), Hampton (20)
obtained the curve

D = -1.86 + 10.5 A (12)

Although we do not know the effective diameter of H.E. in
the DDT tube, the earlier work suggests that the D vs A curve should
be linear with coefficients comparable to those of equation (12)
rather than equation (11). This is exactly what we have found. It
should be noted that the present experimental setup is not the optimum
design for precise measurement of detonation velocity. In addition,
in cases where the onset of detonation is near the far end of the
tube, the detonation run is relatively short, and hence, less precisely
measured. The time interval associated with this detonation run is
also very small and even more difficult to measure.

3) Time to Detonation

In any study of detonation phenomena, an important quantity
is the time to detonation relative to the initial application of stimu-
lus. In our case, this is the time from ignition of the explosive
charge at the ignitor interface to the point at which detonation
started. Unfortunately, this time to detonation cannot be accurately
calculated because we have not recorded events from the ignitor/explo-
sive interface*. However, we can calculate an approximate time to
detonation by extrapolating the convective burning curve, as seen in
the distance-tme plane, back to the ignitor interface (i.e., x = 0).
This time to detonation, tD, is shown in Figure 38 as a function of
compaction. We also have plotted in Figure 38, a relative time to
detonation, AtD, which is the time to onset of detonation relative to
the arrival of the convective flame front at 41 am.

In Figure 38, tD and AtD follow the same general trend.
There appears to be two distinct linear regions in this time-compaction
plane, although both regions show that increasing porosity increases
the "time to detonation". The change in slope for the two regions
occurs at 78 + 2% TMD. Calling the region between 94.5 and 78% TMD
the "normal" region it appears that for charge densities less than
78%, detonation occurs later than normal**. This trend is consistent

*In studies where confinement of the combustion gas is important, the
ignition region should be free of instrumentation probes which may per-
turb the buildup process.
**If the region between 70 and 78% TMD showed a "normal"dependence
of time to detonation on compaction, tD would be zero for densities
above 87% TMD!
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with mechanistic considerations to be presented below in section IV.C. 9

The longest estimated time to detonation, 790 psec, which
occurred for a charge density of 69.8% TMD, is a very small fracti-
of the total time to initiate burning of the explosive charge. We
have measured, in a limited number of shots, the time interval between
the actuation of the ignitor current and the arrival of the convective
front at x = 41 mm. This time interval varied between 10 and 20 msec.
If we compute a linear (conductive) burning rate from this data, we
find a linear rate for the i nitor mixture of 31 to 63 cm/sec (i.e.,
6.3 mm divided by 10-20 msec). Although we do not have any burning
rate data for the B/KNO, the computed linear rate seems very high,
even for a pressure of 1 kbar. Consequently, the time interval of
10 to 20 msec appears to be associated entirely with the ignition and
burning (probably turbulent burning) of the B/KNO3 mixture.

.4) Postconvective Wave

For the 91/9 RDX/Wax mixture, the strain gage voltage-time
data have indicated that some time, tE, after the passage of the con-
vective wave at location x, the pressure at that location suddenly
increases more rapidly than linearly and continues to increase well
beyond 4.5 kbar*. In the earlier description of records for individual
shots (section III.C.1), we found that the SG data (which gives a time
of excursion, tp, for the x location of the SG) produced a linear
curve which we aefined as the postconvective wave. Its velocity (Vpc)
and the corresponding charge density for each shot are listed in
Table 2 and plotted in Figure 39. It is quite apparent that the data
are not randomly distributed but that they suggest two different types
of behavior with a cross over point at about 80% TMD.

In the distance-time plane used to evaluate the ionization
probe data, the SG data suggest the propagation of a compressive wave,
the PC wave, through the burning granular bed. Such a wave should
propagate at the local sound velocity of the burning bed. Unfortunately
these sound velocity data are not available and, indeed, there are few
literature data which correlate the sound of porous explosive charges
with density.

The longitudinal sound velocity of a porous bed of particles
generally decreases with decreasing density. Data showing this depen-
dence have been reported by Reese et al (24 for ammonium perchlorate
and Lindstrom (25) for tetryl. The sound velocity of ammonium per-
chlorate showed a large particle size effect which was not evident in
companion measurements on potassium chloride by Reese et al. (24).
The ammonium perchlorate data are fragmentary and do not really supply

*4.5 kbar (-35 my) represents the upper pressure limit in our theoreti-
cal internal pressure-strain calculations (see Appendix A).
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us with very much information in the porosity region and particle size
region of our experiments. The sound velocity data reported by
Lindstrom in his paper on the shock initiation of porous tetryl (25)
are more useful chiefly because they cover our range of porosity more
thoroughly. The tetryl data show very nicely the decrease in sound
speed expectea with decreasing charge compaction. Lindstrom did not
give a mean particle size for his material but from its photomicro-
graph (25), the average particle size is at least 500P. This is
reater than our estimated particle size of RDX (200p) and the wax(125 ).

We have plotted the longitudinal sound velocity data for
ammonium perchlorate (24) and tetryl (25) in Figure 40. In addition,
we have used these data to estimate longitudinal sound velocities for
our RDX/Wax mixtures based on porosity variations. The estimated
longitudinal sound velocity curve for the RDX/Wax mixture is shown
by the dashed curve in Figure 40..

Since we have a burning pressurized porous bed, we must
also consider the temperature effect on sound velocity and how the
sound velocity varies as the interstitual gas pressure of the porous
bed increases. We have not been able to find any data for a hot
porous bed of organic particles. For nonporous solids, the general
trend is that the sound velocity decreases with increasing tempera-
ture. However there are cases where there is a maximum in the sound
velocity-temperature plane. We have assumed that an increase in
temperature for a porous bed of particles will result in a decrease
in sound velocity. We have been unable to locate any data for sound
velocity in porous beds as interstitual gas pressure increases. Our
assumption is that sound velocity should increase very slightly with
increasing interstitual gas pressure at a constant temperature. Con-
sequently, the overall effect on sound velocity of a porous bed of
increasing the bed temperature and introducing high pressure inter-
stitual gases should be to decrease the ratio of sound velocity in
the hot pressurized bed to the sound velocity in the initial cold
unpressurized bed. This reasoning is in line with the ratio of
VFC/V0 for the higher density data in Table 2*.

We have collected the data for the velocities of the PC
wave and cstimated longitudinal sound velocities for our initial cold
bed in Table 2. It is evident that at charge densities greater than
about 78% TMD, the PC wave travels at sonic or subsonic velocities.
However, the PC wave velocities at 76.5, 74.3, and 69.8% TMD are
definitely supersonic relative to sound velocities in the initial
cold bed of explosive. The only way we can explain the high value
Of(VPC/VL) at the densities less than about 78% TMD is to assume
that the porous bed has been compacted by the pressure gradient

------- --- ---
*If the amplitude of the compressive wave exceeds the yield strength
of the explosive, it should travel at the bulk sound speed c < V.
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Ap/Ax some time before the PC wave originates, but after the passage
of the convective wave. Hence the PC wave travels through the com-
pacted material at its sound velocity which is considerably higher
than that of the inT"Tal porous material. We can measure a voltage
difference (and hence calculate a pressure difference Ap) between
the two strain gages at the far end of the tube for the three lowest
density runs (Shots 312, 307, and 225) at times before the PC wave
is formed. Unfortunately Ax is large, varying from 60 to 110 mm.
The values for Ap are small, 0.1 to 0.5 kbar Zassuming 5.7 mv equals
1 kbar), depending upon the time of measurement and the charge density.
If we consider the pair of far SGs which was spaced more closely
(Ax < 50 mm), Ap varies similarly, from 0.2 to 0.6 kbar. These
pressure differentials may be considered too small to explain compac-
tion of the charges, but this does not seem to be the case. From the
few compressive strength measurements available we find that, at the
same % TMD and at room temperature, tetryl is stronger by a factor of
2 (or more) than RDX which, in turn, has a greater compressive strength
than 91/9 RDX/Wax. Presumably the elastic pressure limits (PEL) would
also show the RDX/Wax weaker than tetryl. Lindstrom (25) measured
PEL for tetryl at 75 - 98% TMD. From his data, the values in the
range where we suggest charge collapse (i.e. 70 - 80% TMD) are
0.25 - 0.36 kbar; hence PEL for RDX/Wax should be even less, and well
within the range of Ap measured. To be sure, pressurized charges
might be expected to have a higher PEL than unpressurized, but hot
pressured charges would be expected to have a lower PEL" Heating
RDX/Wax, 91/9, from 230C to 710C decreases its compressive strength
to 0.15 its initial value.

In the presence of flowing combustion gases, it is con-
ceivable that compaction of the very porous charges starts as a slow
time-dependent process which accelerates with increasing time. The
time interval before the PC wave is detected in these charges is
150 - 500 psec (see Appendix B). The simple law of motion, F = ma,
shows that this is adequate time for the observed pressure gradients
to initiate compaction in charges with elastic limits of the order
of magnitude of 0.1 kbar. The longer the available time, the more
complete the compaction. Hence we find V ,/VZ greatest at the lowest
compaction, initially 70% TMD (see Table J.

0
It remains to be explained why VpC/V L is less than one at

% TMD 1 78.8. It has already been mentioned that this might be the
result of temperature and pressure effects on the sound velocity of
porous charges. However, in his work on porous tetryl charges,
Lindstrom used the impact of a brass driver plate on a room-tempera-
ture, unpressurized charge. He found that the maximum velocity of
the precursor transmitted to the charge by the elastic wave from the
driver was (on the average) 0.83 times the longitudinal sound velocity

of the charge. This he attributed to dispersion of the shock front
by the porous charge, a factor equally probable in the present case.
Lindstrom's ratio max.vel./V) is close to the values of Vpc/VZ of

Table 2 (% TMD k 78.8), probably for much the same reason.
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The strein gage records indicate that the PC wave is compressive;
by the arguments given above, it propagates at the sonic velocity of
the b.rning explosive charge. There is additional evidence that the
PC wave is not a compressive disturbance but is a part of the
process of build up to the shock necessary to initiate the observed
detonation. The relevant observations are (1) that IP dlzcharge times
beyond the convective wave front lie on the path of the PC wave, and
presumably in a transitional region); (2) the curvature and slope
dE/dt) of the SG curves at t > tpc increases with increasing x -- I
in other words the PC wave front appears to sharpen as it propagates.
Both observations are consistent with identifying the PC front as the
first detectable compressive disturbance in building up an initiating
shockweve. (See last section of Appendix B.)

One characteristic of the PC wave which we have discussed
only, qualitatively so fa. is tE, the time interval between the pass-
age of the convective flame frott and the PC wave. Since tE decreases
with increasing x, at constant charge density, we must choose a
specific value olf x whenever we compare tE as a function of density.
Consequently, we have selected three values of x and compared the
tE- T14D plane for these three x values. Figure 41 shows the varia-
tl:n of tE with density at 41 mn and 80 mm while Figure 42 shows
this variation at ._/2. Basically, the data in Figures 41 and 42
shav the same feeture; namely, there are two linear regions which seem
to intersect near 78% TMD. Oar interpretation of this behavior is
that for densities lower than about 78% TMD, the PC wave is not formed
as early as expected, based upon the higher density data, because it

* is formed, not in the usual sequence of events, but only after com-
paction of the porous bed has begun. This hypothesis has important
mechanistic implications uhich are discussed in Sections IV.C.1 and 2.

5) Predetonation Column Length

The distance (from the ignitor/explosive interface) at which
detonation was detected has been found, in the experimental results
section, to vary with charge density. We have called this distance
"the predetonation column length", !, and it includes the charge
length in which convective burning propagates as well as any transi-
tion zone*. Figure 43 shows the trend observed for I with decreasing

*It has been postulated for many years that all detonations are shock
initiated. Consequently, there is a time (called an induction or delay
time) and a distance (called a run-up distance) which separates, in
shock to detonation transition work, the formation of a precursor
hock and the on'set of detonation. We classify here, for semantics

sake only, a trant-.tion zone es the region beginning with the formation
of the precursor shock and ending with a steady state detonation
wave.
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density. The data suggest that there is a minimum at approximately
90% TMD (note that one charge at 94.5% TMD failed to show transition
to detonation). However, with the present scatter in our data it
is impossible to eliminate the possibility that there may be a plateau
region for densities greater than 85% TMD. Nevertheless, it is quite
apparent that below 85% TMD, the predetonation column length in-
creases with decreasing density.

A minimum in the t-% TMD plane at constant initial particle
size was qualitatively descrTbed by Griffiths and Groocock for RDX,
PETN, and HMX (5). Their explanation for the minimum in the 1-% TMD
curve was based upon a minimum found in the correlation of A with
permeability for charges of different densities. Unfortunately,
Griffiths and Groocock did not report how permeability varied with
charge density. When we use the permeability data of Andreev et al.
(16,27) and Belyaev et al. (7) (see Appendix C and Section C.1) we
find that the data of Griffiths and Groocock, as shown in the
"L-permeability" plane, reduces to the type of curve represented by
the solid lines in Figure 43. However, A for these authors did not
vary over such a wide range as they worked with more "sensitive"
materials than we have; the minimum also appears to be at a lower
density.

Korotkov et al. (28) have recently published a report on
DDT in porous explosives but the translated text is not available at
the present time. However, their results for ?ETN are very nicely
summarized in a figure showing the variation of A with density.
The rayge of f covered 2 to 5 cm for particle si~es of 20 p and
500 9! For tEe 20 p material, thq eurmised c minimum in f at 60%
TMD while the minimum for the 500 4 material is at about 75% TMD.
The minimum value of A was 2 cm in both instance. Thus, the DDT
results reported in tEe literature for shock-sensitive secondary
explosives show conclusively a minimum in the A-density plane.
Whether the same holds for less shock-sensitive materials has not
been unambiguously demonstrated here.

When the A-% TMD data for PETN as reported by Korotkov
et al. are analyzed in conjunction with the permeability data for
PETN as reported by Andreev et al (16,27) and Belyaev et al. (7),
we discern another type of correlation between * and permeabilit
besides that noted .by Griffiths and Groocock. As mentioned earlier
(Section IV.A.1) on the discussion of the convective flame rate
dependence on permeability, the reported permeability data show the
presence of choked flow at the lower porosities. In addition, the
onset of choked flow appeared to begin at a higher porosity for the
5 - 20 4 PETN then for the 510 - 550 u PETN. Values of t for PETN
as reported by Korotkov et al. had a minimum at a higher-porosity
for the 20 g PETN than for the 500 P PETN. These data suggest that
a minimum in the 1-density curve reflects the influence of choked
flow. Having defined earlier the permeability value at the onset
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of choked f low as Lrit, we find the following approximations. For

Bo < crit A decreases with increasing porosity (higher density
region). For Bo > Bcrit t increases with increasing porosity (lower

density region). With increasing porosity, the disappearance of
choked flow signals the enhanced capability of the gas phase to
transport energy to the unburned explosive. Thus, the change in
gas flow properties of the porous bed correlates with a change in
the dependence of I on compaction. We feel that a minimum in
the 1-% TMD curve reflects a change in the buildup process leading
to the precursor shock necessary to effect DDT. The role played by
energy transport via the gas phase is discussed more thoroughly in
Section IV.C.2.

6) Ratings for Sensitivity to DDT

Rating the sensitivity of explosive materials to DDT
(i.e., to undergoing a transition from burning to detonation) is not
a part of the reported work vhich is concerned with elucidating the
DDT processes. Of course, the present experiment is capable of
dividing all explosives into two groups: those capable of exhibiting
DDT in the set-up of Figure 1 and those which are not. Such a single
division into two large classes is hardly a quantitative rating.
Moreover, the present experiment is unable to rate the various com-
pactions of RDX/Wax, 91/9. except that they all exhibit DDT in our
set-up. Because I and tD have both been erroneously used in the
literature as indices of sensitivity to DDT, it seems relevant to
discuss why they are not such indices.

The predetonation column length A includes, as a small
fraction, the "run-up length" X. We have mntioned before that X is
of the order of magnitude of the small separation between the inter-
section of the convective front with the PC front and the point at
which detonation begins. Similarly, tD includes the "time to deto-
nation" T. Sufficient work has been done on the shock-to-detonation
transition so that it is generally recognized thbt neither X nor T
alone is any measure of shock sensitivity. In other words, a very
sensitive explosive and a very insensitive explosive will show the
same value of X provided the initiating shock (Pi) is sufficiently
stronger for the insensitive material. Thus Pi and X (or Pi end T)
must be used to obtain a shock sensitivity rating. (See, for example,
Reference 25.)

In the case of DDT, the length I consists chiefly of a
column of ignited explosive which has been burning different lengths
of time according to location along the column. Although we have
followed the pressure-time history at several locations, we have as
yet no way to estimate from these data, the strength of the shock that
will be formed. It is the pressure-time profile of that shock which
provides the stimulus to the unburned explosive and finally initiates
detonation.
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Some of the factors which will affect the length of column
necessary to produce an initiating shock are the explosive's ignit-
ability, its burning rate, the amount of gas it can produce, the
temperature and pressure of the gas, and the flow of hot gases and
available burning surface permitted by the charge permeability. For
the single composition (91/9), the mass burning rate and flame tem-
perature will be constant. If we vastly oversimplify by considering
only the total energy potentially available, this should increase with
increasing compaction, i.e., with an increasing amount of explosive
in the column. Then to reach the same total energy in each case, 4
should vary in some inverse fashion with compaction. As Figure 43
shows, it does just this up to 90% TMD.

So the trend observed from I is reasonable, but it is not
the trend for sensitivity to DDT. It has been known for some time
that orous charges exhibit DDT more easily than compacted ones
(4,29). This fact was confirmed by a series of measurements of
burning powders in bombs fitted with membranes rupturing at different
pressures and by following p-t of the burning charges in a manometric
bomb*. A variant of the series of graduated blow-out discs would be
to vary the confinement of the present set-up to measure minimum con-
finement necessary for DDT to occur. Then all explosives exhibiting
DDT in the original set-up might be ordered for sensitivity in terms
of decreasing critical confinement.

Another possible method of rating for sensitivity to DDT
is loading insensitive materials with the burning of a non-detonating,
rapid burning, gas loader; we are currently studying this technique.
It is related to another possible method: determining the critical
amount of gas loader (or inert material) that must be admixed with
the charge to effect (or to prevent) DDT. It might also be possible
to use a critical temperature (without gas loaders or heat sink com-
ponents) for a rating. But in order to choose a method, and to design
a test to produce quantitative sensitivity ratings, we must continue
our present investigation until we better comprehend the transition
processes. We intend to apply our understanding of DDT to such test
design.

*These measurements did not give quantitative DDT results; it is quite
possible that detonation was not achieved in every case. However,
increased ability to exhibit DDT with increasing porosity is an
acceptable concept because porous charges, by virtue of increased
reactive surface, show much greater ease of ignition and burning.
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B. DDT Behavior for RDX/Wax Series at 70% TMD and for.Ammonium
Picrate

From our discussions in the previous sections, it is apparent
that different processes and hence different mechanisms may be opera-
tive in the predetonation period at different compactions. If we are
comparing two different explosives, then in the special case where
the permeability and specific surface are the same and in a region
where gas flow serves as the chief mechanism of initiation, the pre-
detonation column length I or time to detonation should serve as a
rating of sensitivity to DDT. This special case is approximated by
the RDX/Wax series at 70% TMD since the same lot of RDX was used
throughout and the percentages of wax are small.

The data in Table 1 for 97/3, 94/6, and 91/9 RDX/Wax at
about 70% TMD show that both tD and t increase with increasing wax
content. This observation is in line-with a) decreasing chemical
energy to be expected with increasing dilution with wax and b) an
assumed increase of tD with decrease in available energy released,
other conditions being constant*. The large differences between
94/6 RDX/Wax and 91/9 RDX/Wax for t and t in Table 1 suggest that
a higher wax content mixture (e.g. 98/12 RDX!Vax) may be unable to
undergo DDT at 70% TMD, at least in our system. It should be recalled
that ammonium picrate has already been shown to be unable to undergo
a transition in our system, both at 70% and 90% TMD**.

Although ammonium picrate has been found to be unable to
undergo a transition to detonation with its own gas loading in our
system, we have demonstrated that ammonium picrate at 70% TMD can
exhibft DDT with a small layer of nondetonating gas loader located
between the ignitor and ammonium picrate charge. In these early
survey experiments, we used about a 9 mm layer of RDX (density about
70% TMD) as the auxiliary gas loader. The mechanism by which such
a thin layer of nondetonating gas generator can induce DDT in an
acceptor explosive is of prime importance in understanding DDT in
porous granular explosives.

*It is interesting to note that the convective velocity decreases
in the order 97/3 > 94/6 > 91/9, a trend identical to that expected
for linear (conductive) burning rates and in agreement with the above
concepts.
**Two DDT experiments have been run at 70 and 90% TMD with porous Com-
position B (60/40/1 RDX/TNT/Wax) in our system. The results were am-
biguous with respect to ionization probe distance-time correlations.
However, the recovered tubes indicated that Composition B did not
undergo DDT whereas RDX,/Wax, 91/9,at comparable densities did. On
the other hand, Composition B appeared to produce a more vigorous
reaction than did Explosive D since the tubes were split axially
into two symmetrical pieces in contrast to a simple pressure burst
at the ignitor end (see Figure 2).
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C. DDT Mechanisms

1. DDT Mechanism for 91/9 RDX/Wax

The experimental results of the deflagration to detonation
study herein allow us to postulate a skeletal DDT mechanism for 91/9
RDX/Wax. The first step is ignition of the explosive atthe ignitor
interface. The burning mode observed 30 to 40 mm beyond the inter-
face is the convective flame front discussed by Griffiths and Groocock
(5). The convective flame front, at densities equal to or less than
90% TMD, propagates in a mildly accelerating manner. The pressure
associated with the "head" of the convective front appears to be less
than a kilobar. A disturbance, called the postconvective wave, is
formed in the ignitor region sometime after the passage of the con-
vective front. Travelling at a relatively faster velocity through the
burning bed, this PC wave can and does overtake the convective flame
front. [In a few experiments an ionization probe, positioned just
beyond this point of intersection of the convective and PC fronts,
discharged at a time consistent with the path of the PC wave.] Only
after the PC wave has overtaken the convective front is detonation
observed at some point beyond (detonation occurs 1 to 2 cm and 10 to
20 psecs after the intersection of the two fronts). The precursor
shock necessary to initiate the cold unburned explosive ahead of the
convective front is believed to be formed behind the PC wave as a
result of a coalescence of compressive waves. Consequently, the
beginning of the transition zone (i.e., the point of formation of the
precursor shock) is not yet exactly known. Figure 44t summarizes the
DDT mechanism for 91/9 RDX/Wax based on the experimental data.

The mechanism responsible for the formation of the PC wave
is also unknown. But it should be dependent upon explosive composition
and, as we have seen, on density. At the higher densities, the PC
wave may form as a result of the generation of gas within the pores
(after the passage of the convective front). These gases may not be
able to flow rapidly enough to lower pressure regions within the porous
bed because of the low permeability of the bed. Consequently, an
increasingly rapid pressure buildup results and produces the PC wave
and, perhaps additional compressive waves. However, for lower density
charges (< 78% TMD) of 91/9 RDX/Wax, we have suggested that the for-
mation of the PC wave involves an additional process, i.e., compaction
of the porous bed. Experimental data which support this suggestion
are the change in the effect of compaction on the velocity of the PC
wave at about 80% TMD (Figure 39) and on the time interval, t (FiguresE

41 and 42). The fact that tD and AtD show similar changes confirms our
more general conclusion that the presence of the PC wave is necessary
before a transition to detonation will occur. However, we have only
demonstrated a PC wave in the case of 91/9 RDX/Wax. Additional experi-
mentation is needed to test this supposition for other RDX/Wax mixtures
and other shock-insensitive explosives.
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2. DDT Mechanisms for Explosives

As a result of the present experimental results, based
principally on 91/9 RDX/Wax, and earlier DDT work on both porous and
cast explosives, we are able to propose a fairly consistent picture
for the DDT mechanisms of permeable and nonpermeable explosive charges.
This presentation will be helpful in outlining areas where additional
work is necessary to check our understanding of the many factors in-
fluencing DDT. We shall now consider the sequence of events as po-
rosity is introduced into the explosive column.I.I

Case A (Impermeable Charges)

Subsection 1) (100% TMD and Cast Charges)

At crystal density (100% TMD) there is no porosity
and, of course, the charge is impermeable; the latter is also true
for cast charges. Hence, the ability of the explosive to undergo
DDT will be determined by the criteria outlined in the cast explo-
sives work (1, 3). To summarize briefly again, a) there must be a
sufficiently rapid pressure rise in the ignition region caused by
the generation of high product gas pressures and b) the unburned
explosive beyond the ignition region must be sufficiently sensitive
to be initiated by a shock wave equal in amplitude to the high
pressures generated near the ignitor. Consequently, the distance to 4
the onset of detonation, 1, and the time to detonation, tD, decrease
as d2p/dt2 increases.

The first criterion, (a), which pertains to the burn-
ing area of the charge could be more meaningfully described in terms
of an energy per unit volume concept. We define cps as the energy
per unit volume in the solid phase and Tp as the energy per unit
volume in the gas phase. Thus, the first criterion could be reworded,
for our discussion, to require that dYG/dt increase sufficiently
rapidly enough to effect DDT for cast materials. The energy per
unit volume in the gas phase will be determined by 1) the energy
available in the explosive (proportional to go; this depends upon the
chemical composition and compaction); 2) the rate at which this energy
is released (proportional to -dqs/dt; this depends upon the linear
burning rate); and 3) the rate at which energy is lost from the ignition
region (this depends upon losses to the walls, hot gases flowing out
of the burning region due to permeability, either natural as in porous
charges or accidental, as in poorly prepared charges having air
cavities or cracks). We will use both dp/dt and the energy per unit
volume concept in subsequent discussions.

Subsection 2. (Charges with BO << B;rit)

The introduction of porosity into a charge does not
mean that the charge will be permeable. The pores present may or
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may not be interconnected. If the pores are connected, permeability
is very low and essentially negligible. The criteria for DDT in this
subsection will be the same as discussed for Subsection 1. We would
expect A and t to be smaller than in Subsection 1 because the porosity
will enhance sightly dp/dt and because the critical shock initiation
pressure for detonation, Pi, would be slightly lower (8). If the
explosive does not undergo DDT at 100% TMD or as a cast material, it
probably will not undergo DDT at these densities either. This will
be the case, most likely, for highly waxed RDX composites and Com-
position B (604.0/1 RDX/TNT/Wax).

In this case, the mechanisms involved in DDT should
be the same as those elucidated for cast explosives (2) and the model
calculations (1) should also be applicable.

Case B (Charge Densities where Be I Bgr it)

As the porosity increases, the fraction of pores which
are interconnected increases rapidly. However, the permeability of
the charge will be quite low. The formation of an ignition front in
the pores of 'he explosive (convective burning) can now occur and
will depend upon the permeability of the charge, the adiabatic flame
temperature of the explosive, the ignition characteristics of the
explosive and the ability of the confinement to allow a critical
"driving" pressure to be set up. The onset of convective burning
indicates that nonnegligible amounts of energy can now be transported
by gas flow beyod the ignition region. However, for these densities
(where B < B' only very small quantities of gas can flow out of
the ignition area, even over a time period of 100 i.sec. Even so,
dp/dt in the ignitor region should be larger for this case, Case B,
than for Case A because a larger surface area for additional burning
has been introduced by the interconnected pores. Thus, A should
decrease in the order: Case A (Subsection 1) - Case A (Iubsection 2) -
Case B. If so, the time to detonation in Case B should also decrease,
relative to Subsections 1 and 2 of Case A, but only slightly (order
of magnitude of tens of 4secs).

The mechanism for DDT in this case is very similar
to those in cast explosives; chief difference is the proposed ignition
by a convective flame front. The model calculations for DDT in cast
explosives (1) probably tecome inapplicable for those charge densities
where Bo approaches Bg'r.

Case C (Densities Slightly Below Density where Bo = Bgrit)

As more porosity is introduced into the charge, the
gas flow can no longer be described as choked. Apparently enough
pores are connected to permit flow which may be described as steady
state (see Section IV.A.l). The increased permeability for this case
leads to smaller values of dp/dt (i.e., dpg/dt) and Vp The time to
produce a rapid acceleration in dp/dt is now longer than in earlier
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cases since more explosive must be burned to compensate for the energy
flow (in the gas phase) out of the burning area. Hence, tD increases
relative to Cases A and B.

The point (value of x) at which this rapid accelera-
tion in dp/dt occurs may be farther from x = 0 (at a point farther
away from the ignitor interface and in the pores of the granular
bed). Within the density'range of Case C dp/dt should decrease with
increasing porosity because of increasing permeability and smaller
values of Ts, as mentioned above. The position of onset of detonation

c ri t
should hencefbrth (Bo > Bo ) increase with increasing porosity, in
accord with the calculations of Macek (1) which show that t will depend
upon d2p/dt2. Our experimental results have indicated that a buildup
to DDT begins only after the pressure in the ignition region begins
to accelerate (i.e., is capable of sending out compressive waves).

The DDT mechanism for this case is similar to that of
Case B. A convective flame front propagates ahead of the compressive
waves which are necessary to form a precursor shock front. In model-
ing DDT for this case, it is necessary to include the convective
front (and its consequences) because of its influence on dp/dt in the
ignition region.

Case D (Very Permeable Charges; B >> Brit)

For the very permeable charges (Bo >> Bgrit), I
increases with increasing porosity in accord with the discussion in
Case C. However, the energy losses from the burning region near the
ignitor can be large enough to prevent the attainment of a sufficiently
large dTo/dt (or dp/dt) to effect transition, Hence, the burning
area is now a large region beyond the ignition region. For explosives
like RDX this will be the case for charges with very large porosities
and it will occur at lower porosities for less energetic explosives,
such as 91/9 RDX/Wax. Thus, in Case D, the chemical composition and
the linear (conductive) burning rate (as reflected in va and dv,/dt,
respectively) become increasingly important. For the more energy
deficient explosives, such as ammonium picrate, pressure increases
at these densities can be quite slow and nonaccelerating. The absence
of an accelerating dp/dt does not mean the absence of a high pressure.
Pressure may increase linearly to several kilobars but in the absence
of a rapidly rising dp/dt no compressive waves eminate from the
burning region.

When an accelerating dp/dt does not occur, the pressure
and pressure gradient generated in the burning region are sufficient
to initiate movement of the porous bed after a period of one to two
hundred microseconds. Consequently, collapse of the porous structure
occurs immediately beyond the edge of the burning bed (nearest the
ignitor). This collapse process increases the available energy per
unit volume in the compacted material (i.e., vs) and here an accelera-
ting dT./dt can be attained if it could be attained at higher densities
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(i.e., Case C). If an accelerating dTG/dt was not observed at higher
densities, it may still result after pore collapse because the tem-
pe ature of the collapsed bed will be higher than that of the initially
higher density cases.

The DDT mechanism for Case D is identical to that pro-
posed for Case C. However, the model for DDT in Case D can differ
from that of Case C due to compaction of the porous bed.

The above proposals of the DDT mechanisms for porous
explosives are based largely upon the experimental observations using
91/9 RDX!AWax where pressure and the propagation of reaction fronts
within the tube could be monitored. The same mechanisms seem appli-
cable to the more shock sensitive explosives (e.aI RDX, PETN) based
upon the limited data of Griffiths and Groocock 55, Korotkov et al
(28), and Andreev et al (16). It appears reasonable to assume that
the mechanisms of all porous explosives should differ in degree only.

We have found no evidence in our strain gage measure-
ments that the pressure at the head of the convective flame front
builds up very rapidly and generates the rapidly increasing dp/dt
needed for formation of the precursor shock wave (this was a mecha-
nism suggested by Griffiths and Groocock (5)). We have observed that
the only time the head of the convective front attains a higher
pressure is when the PC wave (with its high pressure) overtakes the
convective flame front.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Ionization and strain gage data for granular charges of RDX/Wax,
91/9, have led to the proposed mechanisms of DDT illustrated in
Figure 44. From the formation of the PC wave to detonation, the
schedule of events is closely analogous to that observed in cast
explosives. Measurements showed that pressure does not build up
rapidly at the head of the convection front and hence that the pre-
cursor shock does not originate there. As Figure 44 shows, it must
originate behind both the convective and the PC fronts.

The effect of compaction on DDT is summarized in Figure 45.
The convective wave velocity increases moderately with compaction
up to 90% T4D after which it increases very rapidly. The predeto-

t: nation column decreases with increasing compaction to a minimum at
90% TXD. In both cases, the change at 90% TD is attributed to
reaching the critical value of the permeability coefficients at that
compaction. Similarly the marked change of slope in the curves foro0
Vpc/VL, tD, and tE at ca. 80% TMD are attributed to the same cause--

in this case., occurrence of charge compaction prior to formation of
the PC wave at compactions less than ca. 80% ThD. The marked simi-
larity between the curves, tE vs % TND and tD 'i 5T MD, points out
the strong dependence between the time to formation of the post
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SYMPTOMS OF CHOKED FLOW
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FIG. 45 EFFECT OF COMPACTION ON DDT PARAMETERS FOR 91/9 RDX/WAX.
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c nvect'ive w ove and the time to detonation. In fact, the time to
intersection of the post cnvective and convective wave is only
,6,:, - 2- use- less than tD . Similarly the position of that inter-
se:ticn is Only K .. 20 mm less that 1. These values are of the
ord-er of nnitude of the run distances and delay times in shocj-
to-de4".0. zn transitions. Further analysis of the present records
and additicnal measuretents may lead to determination of these
transitio al paraeeters.

oiu crate at 70,'W and 90% T.D exhibited a convective flame
front tut no transition to detonation. However, a 9 mm. colwrtn of
101 _nterpased between the igniter and 7G% TDO a~moni= picrate was
s-fffcient to effect such a transition. Quantitative study of such
Las loadlnZ experl ents is pla--ed in future work.

A short series of FOIX/Vax copositions at 3 - % wax was run
at 70% MC. The paraeter A in-reased and the parameter t D increased
with iureasiag wax content.

The authors wish t-2 thank Mr. A. Robert Clairmont for reading
exoerimteel records on the telereader. Mr. J-hn Erkman and Dr. David

_ Ewards for discussions of experimental arrangements and Mr. dolph
Ggrnett for assembling and instruzentinmg the explosive :hinges. In
addition, the autthrs t.h-nk Dr. Paul Flyin for discussions on use of
strain gages and the interpretation of his experimental results.
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GLOSSARY

x distance along axis of tube, relative to ignitor/explosive
interface

t time

p pressure

E voltage output from strain gage circuit

V voltage of strain gage power supply

r velocity of convective flame front

t predetonation column length

tD time interval between ignition of explosive column at x = 0
and onset of detonation

AtD time interval between discharge of ionization probe at 41 mm
and onset of detonation

tE time interval between passage of convective front and passageE of the PC front

ti  relative time of electromagnetic disturbance on strain gage
records which is associated with intersection of convective
and PC fronts

tPC time interval between the discharge of the IP closest to the
ignitor and passage of the PC wave

PI critical initiation gap pressure for shock initiation
I energy per unit volume in gas phase

q$ energy per unit volume in solid phase

VL longitudinal sound velocity

0
V, sound velocity in porous bed at initial conditions of our chaiges

'VPC velocity of the post convective wave

r, velocity of convective flare front at time of intersection of
convective and PC waves

xp pz-sition of initial reaction front (convective front)
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XDF position of detonation front

Sd standard deviation

a stress

e strain

PO initial density of charge

ov voidless density

X run-up length to detonation from shock initiation

ABBREVIATIONS

DDT deflagration-detonation. transition

IP ionization probe

SG strain gage

PC postconvective
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APPENDIX A

INTERNAL PRESSURE-STRAIN CALIBRATION OF DDT TUBES

The calibration of the DDT tubes used in the earlier NOL work
(1-3) was based upon static pressurization of the tubes. We shall
show that calculations based on theoretical stress-strain equations
for cylindrical pressure vessels approximate fairly well the experi-
mental calibration curve found earlier (31). The calculations are
extended to our present DDT tubes to establish the range over which
stress and strain are linearly related and to calculate also the
internal pressure-strain relationship when part of the tube wall is
in the plastic region.

A. The expansicn of a cylindrical tube has been treated by
Timoshenko (26), Hill (19) and Jaeger (12), in addition to others.
Figure A-1 shows the schematic diagram of a long hollow thick-walled
cylinder subjected to an internal pressure p. The inner and outer
radii of the tube are denoted as a and b, respectively. Expressions
relating the internal pressure to the 6tress, a, are

2

a = _p(- 2 _l)/(w 2_1) A-1r r
k2

at = P( +1)/(w2-l) A-2

a = Eyc + [2up/(w2-1)1 A-3
x x

where a = stress
e = strain
v = Poissons rdtio
w = wall ratio. b/a
By = Young's modulus of elasticity

subscript r = radial direction
t = tangential direction
x = a-ial direction

The radial displacement, Ur, is given by Hill as

Ur = -Vexr+ Ey(W )p ( (1-2u)r24b2]  A-4
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FIG. Al CROSS SECTION OF PRESSURIZED CYLINDRICAL TUBE

B
(SG) R

A C E

D
vw

FIG. A2 THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC.

R2

C

I I{ E+E it (SG) E
01

FIG. A3 T4E FOTENTIOMETRIC CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC.
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The radial and tangential strains are defined as

er =dur/dr A-5

C = /r A-6

Hence,

C= "C + E( 2 1) [ (l-2 v ) + b2 /r21 A-(

However, the end conditions determine the values of ex and ax . Hill

discusses (19) the three end conditions: a) closed end; b) open end
(plane stress); and c) plane strain.

In his solution of the cylindrical pressure vessel problem Jaeger
considers that the situation is one of plane strain, i.e.,

ex = 0 ax = v(ct+ar) A-8

or from equations(A-l) and (A-2),

x 2p (Plane strain) A-8'

I °x :(w -3)

From equation (A-7)
•(l+i,) p

ct = Ey(W2-1) [ (1-2v)+ b'Up2/r 2 ]  A-9

For our strain gages, the tangential strain would be, for plane strain,

(et)b 2p (1-u 2 ) A-10
Ey(W2 -1) ((Plane strain)

or, from equation A-2,

(¢t)b = (crt) b (-V 2)

Ey

Timoshenko (26), on the other hand, considered the pressurization
of a thick-walled cylinder to be representative of plane stress,
ax  0. Hence, when we combine equations (A-3) and (A-7) and evaluate
the tangential strain at r = b, we find
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(t)b 2p A-li
Ey(w2-1)

or, from equation A-2. Plane
Stress

(4t)b = (ct)b
Ey

As pointed out by Hill (19), equation A-l1 represents plane stress or
the situation where floating pistons allow the tube to expand freely.
If the tube is closed by plugs firmly attached to the tube (condition
a), the axial strain and stress are

=: (l-2v)P A-12
Ey(W2-1) Closed

End

ax = p/(w2-1)= 1/2(ar+at) A-13

Combining equations A-? and A-12 yields

p(1-2v) 1. l+ )p b2

et = y(w2.1) + Ey(W2 A-14

For our strain gage location the strain relationship A-14 gives
equations A-15,

y.(w2-1) 2

* Closed
or End

(6(b (

From the above discussion it is evident that the relationship
between the internal pressure and strain at the outer wall depends upon
the end conditions of the tube. However, the radial and tangential
stress are independent of the end conditions, i.e., equations A-1
and A-2 are constant at a given r. Therefore, for our strain gage
locations,

so
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(ar)b 0A-16

(at)b = A-17

while

(et)b -vex + 2-1) (lu 2) A-1-
EY(W21

In summary, the ratio of tangential strain (at r = b) to the
internal pressure for the three end boundary conditions can be
reduced to a single relationship equation A-19 (derived from equations
A-10, A-11 and A-15)

p z " - A-19

p

where

(et)b

Z 2/Ey(w 1)

r i.V2 (for plane strain)

= 1 (for plane stress)

= 1-v/2 (for closcd end)

or

(9t)b (0t)b r/y * , A-19a

B. Wheatstone Circuits

Two types of circuits were used with out strain gages. The two
strain gages located in the ignition region of the DDT tube (at 20 mm,
consistently) constituted two arms of a Wheatstone bridge circuit
shown schematically in Figure A-2 (this circuit was used in the earlier
calibration and DDT work (3,31)). Thus, R, and R3 in Figure A-2
represents our SGs. R2 and R4 were a combination of fixed and variable
resistors designed to balance the bridge and their sum equals 2000 0.
The voltage output of the Wheatstone bridge, Ew, caused by a strain
within the DDT tube is related to change in resistance of the strain
gage, Rg, by the equation
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RgR2 I 2ARg
E VW (Rg+R2 )

2  kRg /

Since R1 =R 2  R3  R4 = Rg, we obtain the relationship,

S.R
= g A-21w 2 Rg

The strain gages used in this work have been calibrated by the
manufacturer in terms of resistance change as shown In the equation

AR 1
C 'R 5 A-22

where Sg is gage factor, units of in. ohm in.-1 ohm-1 . Combining

equations A-19, A-21 and A-22 yields

Ew2SgVw P S.F. A-23

p Ey(w 2 -1)

Using equation A-23, we can evaluate which end boundary condition
yields a SG sensitivity factor, S.F., which is consistent with the
experimental value (3) of 9.0 mv/kbar. or a = 0.25 in., b = 0.625 in.,
VW= 30.0 volts, Sg = 3.3, Ey 29.5 x I0 psi, we find that

S.F.= 9.26 r

The value of the gage factor, Sg, for the earlier work is uncertain.
Some remaining SGs from that work had a gage factor of 3.5. Most of
our SGs have had a similar value but certain lots which have been
obtained, but not used in this work, have factors of 3.14 or 3.27.
The sensitivity factors for the three values of p and the three values
of S are shown in Table A-1. It appears that conditions of either
plang stress or plain strain yield relatively good agreement with the
experimental sensitivity factor of 9.0 mv/kbar.
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TABLE A-1

CALCULATED STRAIN GAGE SENSITIVITY FACTOR
FOR DDT TUBE USED IN EARLIER NOL WORK

(Reference 3)

S 3.1 3.3 3.5

r 1 8.70 9.26 9.82

1 l-V2  7.97 8.48 9.00

r 1-V/2 7.44 7.92 8.4o

We now can use equation A-23 to calculate a sensitivity factor

for our present tube where a = 0.32 in., b = 1.00 in., Vw= 29.1 volts,

44 Ey 29.5 x 106 psi and Sg 3.5. The sensitivity factor is 5.7 and
5.2 mv/kbar for plane stress and plane strain, respectively. Thus,
in the elastic region we should expect a pressure increase of 1 kilobar
to be indicated by an output of about 5.7 my using the Wheatstone
circuit (see discussion in section D, below).

The experimental pressure-strain curve showed that the linear
relationship between the voltage output and internal pressure ended
at about 2.2 kbar. Beyond 2.2 kbars, the apparent sensitivity factor
increased with increasing pressure. We attribute this behavior to
the beginning of plastic yielding at the inner wall (r = a) above
2.2 kbar. Using the procedure outlined by Hill (19), we will show

that with the assumption of plastic yielding, calculated Ew-P curves
agree well with the experimental data.

Using Tresea's criterion for yielding, Hill (19) shows that yield-
ing begins at the internal surface first at an internal pressure cal-
culated from the equation

P'y Y A-24

where Y = yield point stress.

Equation A-24 holds for all end boundary conditions. For pyp equal
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to 2.20 kbars, Y is 5.24 kbar or 76,000 psi. Assuming the same yield
point stress for the present DDT tubes, we calculate pyp to be
2.35 kbars.

To calculate the stress-strain relationship in the partially
plastic region of the tube wall, we modify equations A-1 to A-3 for
the plastic/elastic interface located at r = c (a < c < b). Thus,
the stresses in the plastic region (a i r g c) are

P y c2  b A-25

P o2(b2\)
at b-A-26

p 2
ax = Eye x + V A-27

and
P _ lvY 2  b2

"x 2Eyb2 r

The internal pressure, pt, needed to produce the plastic/elastic
interface at r = c, is given by equation A-29

P' = Y £n(c/a)+.5Y(l-c 2/b2 ) A-29

At the interface (r = c) there is a radial pressure, px, acting
between the two regions. For the elastic region, Px is related to
the yield point stress by equation A-24 where w is replaced by the
ratio, b/c, so that

2 \b 2  / A-3O

However, the tangential stress is related to the radial pressure, Px,
by equation A-2, where again w is replaced by b/c.
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E4
(b+ (, 2  \ A-31

t - x r2 -1 /5

or

E 2pxc2
(at)b A-32

Eliminating Px from A-30 and A-32 yields

C_2
(t)b = Y b2  A-33•b

Combining equations A-19a and A-33 yields the relationship between

the tangential strain on the outer surface, e, and c,

C 2S= ) b  A-31 4

There, the internal pressure, p', producing a plastic/elastic inter-
face at r c is related to the strain e by equation A-35, which is
found by eliminating c2 from equations A-29 and A-34.

p' An 2 A-35

Expressed in terms of experimental parameters relating e and the
Wheatstone bridge characteristics (e.g., equations A-21 and A-22),
equation A-35 becomes

P, = [ EwEy2 2EWEy +

Num erically, equation A-36 reduces to A-37 when we use Ey 29.5 x

106 psi, w2  6.25, Vw= 30 volts, Y 76000 psi,

pt 6 O.1618Ew 0.02588Ew +

p' [ 2.62 In TS rS + A-37

The pressure, p', is tabulated in Table A-2 for various values of S"
,nd T. The data in Table A-2 show that plane stress analysis of the
thick walled cylinder problem (i.e., r= 1) yields the best agreement
with the experimental data. Moreover, very good agreement is obtained
with plane stress analysis and a gage factor of 3.5.
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TABLE A-2

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED I
STRAIN GAGE VOLTAGE OUTPUT FOR DDT TUBE

USED IN EARLIER NOL WORK
(Reference 31)

Sg 3.5 3.3

a b
Ew p pt pt  pt

(millivolt) (kbar)

0 0

5 0. 543

10 1.105

15 1.663

20 2.220

25 2.585 2.515 2.701 ----

30 2.876 2.895 3.072 3.188

35 3.128 3.202 3.370 ....

40 3.355 3.455 3.614 3.718
45 3.572 3.668 3.817 --

50 3.749 3.846 3.988 4.077

55 3.892 4.001 4.131 ....

58 3.947 4.079 4.208

a Reference 31.
b This column of internal pressure also represents the

calculated pressure for plane stress (7 1) with
Sg 3.2.
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The agreement between the calculated and experimental pressures
in Table A-2 confirms the assumption that the nonlinearity of
pressure - E observed in the static experiments is indeed due to
plastic yielding of the inner wall which began at 2.2 kbar*. Con-
sequently, equations A-23 and A-36 can be used to determine an approxi-
mate pressure-strain calibration for the present DDT tubes as dis-
cussed in section D of this appendix.

C. Potentiometric Circuits

Each of the two downstream SGs were connected to a potentio-
metric circuit as shown in figure A-3. The capacitor, 0.1 Vf, was
used to block out the dc component of the output, E, in order that
small strain voltages. Ep, could be detected. R2 is a ballast
resistor, 6000 (0, and R9 is the strain gage. The equation relating
voltage output, Ep, caused by a strain within the DDT tube is

S A-38

PI RgFR9V

or
r Rg

I (r) 2  Vp A-38a

where r'= R2/Rg 9I
Since r'= 3.0, equation A-38 becomes for our circuits

3Vp ARg
Ep A-39

or
3Vp

E -eA-40:

< *Exact agreement is not expected, especially at the higher pressures,
,since equation A-29 and A-35 require the use of the inner radius Vl
! ; iunder Plastic conditions. We have approximated this with the initial
i~i inoer radius (i.e., we have assumed the tube wall to be incompress-
~ible).
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For the Wheatstone bridge circuit, the equivalent relationship is

Ew  = -- Sg A-40a
2 9

For the same output/strain ratio, we must have the relationship

8
V = A-41

For our experimental setup, Vw= 29.10 volts and VP = 77.60 volts.
Thus, equal outputs on either type of strain gage circuit equals the
same amount of strain for a constant gage factor, S • Consequently,
equations A-23 and A-36 apply equally well to the potentiometric
circuit calibration as to the Wheatstone bridge circuit calibration*.

D. Calculated Voltage -- Pressure Curve for Present DDT Tube

The relationships between strain and internal pressure for
thickwalled tubes in both the elastic and plastic regions have been
discussed in earlier sections of this appendix. In terms of experi-
mental parameters, the strain and pressure are correlated by equation
A-23 for the elastic region and equation A-36 for the plastic region.
In section B of this appendix, we calculated that the walls should
start yielding at 2.35 kbars for the present DDT tubes. Using a6
supply voltage, VwLqual to 29.1 volts, S, = 3.5, Ey = 29.5 x 106 psi,
we find that up to 2.35 kbars, the sensitivity factor, S.F. (in my
output per kilobar), is calculated to be

5.7 x r mv/kbar

We shall assume that T 1 (plane stress) for the elastic and plastic
regions based upon the analysis of section B. Thus, S.F. is 5.7 mv/kbar
in the elastic region (i.e., internal pressure less than 2.35 kbar).
Therefore, it is estimated that there is a linear relationship between
pressure and SG output up to about 13 mv for the present tubes.

In the plastic region the relationship between internal pressure
(kbar) and voltage output (mv) is giveg by equation A-42 which follows
from equation A-36 when Ey = 29.5 x 100 psi, Y = 76,000 psi- or
5.24 kbar, w2 = 9.766, Vw= 29.1 volts, and r = 1.

p'= 2.62 [Ln(0.O744Ew) + 1 - 0.007oEwl A-42

* It is assumed for this discussion that the calibration is independ-
ent of position along the tube wall.
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The calculated calibration data for the present DDT tube are listed in
Table A-3 and shown in Figure A-4 on a semilog scale. It is interest-
ing that the data from just below the elastic limit (i.e., 2.0 kbar)
to about 4.4 kbar show a linear dependence on a semilogarithm plot.
(The earlier experimental data. from the static calibration in the cast
explosive work (31), are also shown in Figure A-4). Consequently, the
following relationships correlate internal pressure with experimental
SG output (based upon a yield point at 2.2 kbar (31))

Ewp -- 0 < p 1 2.0 kbar
r 5.7

p =2.0 +- 1  log 1  2.0 < p < 4.4 kbar

8
89 18
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TABLE A-3

CALCULATED CALIBRATION DATA FOR INTERNAL
PRESSURE LOADING OF PRESENT DDT TUBE

Gage Output (Ew), mv Pressure (kbar)*

0 0.0

2.85 0.50

5.7 1.00

8.55 1.50

11.4 2.00

13.1 2.30

15.0 2.61

18.0 3.03

20.0 3.26

22.0 3.47

25.0 3.75

28.0 3.98

30.0 4.12

35.0 4.43

40.0 4.68

*Calculated from equation A-42, i.e.,

p,= 2.62 [An(.0744Ew) + 1 - .00762 Ew)
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APPENDIX B

COMPILATION OF SUPPLENTARY EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A. Table B-i contains the experimental distance-time data for the
ionization probes and strain gages for 91/9 RDX/Wax. The correspond-
ing data for other miscellaneous runs are listed in Table B-2.

The particle analysis of the Class A RDX (X597) is listed in
Table B-3 and the accumulative weight % vs. particle size is shown
in Figure B-1.

B. The recovered tube fragments provide additional information which
complements the IP and SG data. Table B-4 containothe measurement of
the position and extent of permanent plastic deformation for the
recovered ignitor end of the DDT tube.

C. The 3train gage records for the 91/9 RDX/Wax mixture provide a
pressure-time picture of the DDT buildup with the porous charges.
It is sometimes more enlightening to consider the pressure profile
in the tube at various times. Added incentive to do so was pro-
vided by the observations made earlier in Section IIICI (see Figures
28, and 32) that one or both of the SGs at locations farthest from
the ignitor showed outputs which at times exceeded the output from the
SG nearest the ignitor.

The voltage-distance data for Shot 306 (85.5% TMD) and Shot 315
(78.8% TMD) are shown in Figures B-2 and B-3, respectively. These
pressure profiles show that the pressure gradient apparently is
directed toward the far end of the tube, in accord with the concept
of pressure buildup to DDT originating in the ignition region. How-
ever, when we consider charge densities below 78% TMD, we note a
change in pattern at the later times. Figures B-4, B-5, and B-6 show
the pressure profiles at various times for Shots 312 (76.5% TMD), Shot
307 (74.3% TMD) add Shot 225 (69.8% TMD), respectively. Figures B-4
and B-5 show that up to 40 to 60 psec after the formation of the PC
wave and about the time that the PC wave reaches the third SG (i.e.,
SG farthest from the ignitor), the pressure gradient is directed
toward the far end of the tube (what we call a negative gradient).
However, at longer times (but pressures < 4.5 kbar), we note the
presence of a maximum in the E-x plane which is more prominent for
the lower charge density (Figure B-5). In Figure B-6, a maximum in
the E-x plane may be present at times just slightly after that at
which the PC wave is first seen (i.e., at about 510 psec).

The porous bed near the ignitor has been burning the longest and
therefore its burning surface area has been depleted relative Lo the
area available in the regions of charge which have burned a lesser
time. The greater the burning area, the greater the gas and pressure
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production. Consequently a positive pressure gradient at 20 mm could
be a natural consequence of burning in the more porous charges. How-
ever, because the maxima in Figures B-4 and B-5 only develop after the
formation and propagation of the PC wave, we feel that the maxima in
Figures B-4 to B-6 represent, to some degree, the effect of compaction
of the porous bed [recall that compaction of the porous bed has been
proposed for Shots 312, 307, and 2251. Unfortunately, there is in-
sufficient information at present to evaluate how large or when a
positive pressure gradient should arise as a result of ordinary con-
vective burning. Consequently, the extent of the contribution to the
pressure profiles in Figures B-4 to B-6 by compaction of the porous
charge is unknown.

D. It has been mentioned in the text (p. 58) that the slope of the
SG voltage-time (E-t) curves, at times Just after the passage of the
PC wave, increaseswith increasing x -- i.e., the-PC wave front appears
to sharpen as it propagates. We have measured and tabulated in
Table B-5 the slope at a time shortly after the passage of the PC wave.
We have selected the slope at a point on the E-t curve relative to the
voltage level at the time of passage of the PC wave (E at tpC). This
voltage level, EPC, is considered to represent voltage (pressure) due
to combustion resulting from the convective wave. After tpc we argue
that we are observing initially the front of the PC wave. The slope
of the PC wave front was measured at a voltage about 1 kbar above Epc
or more accurately at Epc plus 5 my.

The data in Table B-5 shows the increase in the measured slope,
dE/dt, for SGs located at increasing distances from the ignitor. In
additior, the tabulated results indicate that the slope dE/dt may vary
with initial compaction. We were very fortunate in our selection of
SG locations. If we calculate the SG location on a basis relative to
the position of onset of detonation A, the relative SG locations,
x/l, fall essentially in three groupings for all experiments: x/A
values of 0.36, 0.52, and 0.67. Consequently, we have plotted the
data of Table B-5 as a function of initial compaction (Figure B-7)
for various x/1 values.

From Figure B-7 it is apparent that the slope dE/dt increases
with increasing x for a single compaction. However when we consider
relative SG locations, we see that dE/dt increases uniformly, and
perhaps linearly, with increasig initial charge density above 78%
TMD. Below 78%TMD, dE/dt increases with decreasing initial charge
density. The latter observation is consistent with the concept of
compaction of the porous bed before the formation of the PC wave in
the lower density experiments. THe observation that dE/dt increases
with increasing charge density means that the PC wave is being rein-
forced continually by reaction and pressure buildup behind the PC
wave.
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TABLE B-3

PARTICLE SIZE ANIALYSIS OF nnx (X597)

Average Weight % Accumulative
Sieve Sieve Particle Held on Weight %.-
No. Opening Size Sieve 4

20 840 0.0 100.00
30 590 715 0.0 lOO.OQ
40 420 505 0.34 100.00
50 300 360 5.49 99.66
70 210 255 31.30 94.17
100 1149 180 20.05 62.87
140 105 127 13.944:8
200 74 89.5, 12.21 22.82

270 g.5 .8316.67
32 58.86 10.84

Pan -- <44 1.98 1.96

Specifications for Class A RDX:

Through Sieve No. Speciictions Exeimna

20 98 + -2. 100

200 25±20 17
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TABLE B-6

TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN PASSAGE OF CONVECTIVE
FRONT AND PC WAVE AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS FOR

91/9 RDX/WAX

Density Shot
(% TMD) No. (tE)41  (tE)80 (tE)1/2

p.sec p.sec 4.sec

94.5 304 18 10 10

92.3 316 37 20 25

90.1 305 40 9 21

855306 57 30 30

810317. 133 72 61

78.8 315 134 76 76

76.5 312 217 146 114

74.3 307 312 208 161

69.8 225 485 370 253

1.07
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APPENDIX C

PERMEABILITY MEASUREMENTS OF GRANULAR EXPLOSIVES

A. Andreev and Chuiko (16) measured the permeability coefficients
for various explosives as a function of compaction and particle size.
Their permeability coefficient, t, was the coefficient relating "the
quantity of air filtered under laminar conditions through one cm

2

cross-section in one sec with unit pressure drop per cm" (16). The
dimensions of I are cm2 [mm(Hg)]-1 sec-1 .

I is related to the Darcy equation [equation (6)1 through the
relationship

n = Bo/P C-1

where Bo is the permeability coefficient in cm
2

g is the viscosity of the air, 1.80 x 10-4 g/cm sec

Andreev and Chuiko used cgs units for the Darcy equation except for
dp which they gave in mm(Hg). Thus, equation C-1 yields values of
Bo in cm2 when corrections are made for the different units of
pressure and the incorporation of the viscosity term.

2 10"4 mm(Hg)
Bo(cm2  cm m.50 x

= mm(Hg)sec 1 dyne/cm2

1.80 x 10-4  g 13.5 x 10-8  -
cm sec

We have used a reproduction of Figure 1 from reference 16.
The abscissa is relative density which is %TMD/I00. We have read on
the telereader the individual experimental data points as shown in
that figure and also selected points along the solid lines drawn by
the authors. These data are listed in Table C-1 only for densities
above 30 %D. The values of Bo were calculated from the 1A values
u sng equation C-2.
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TABLE C-I

DEPENDENCE OF PERMEABILITY COEFFICIENT ON COMPACTION
(Data From Reference 16)

CURVE 1 -- MICROCRYSTALLINE MATERIALS
Selected Points on

Experimental Data Authors' Line

%TMD 1/ Bo x 108  %TMD 1/ Bo x 108
c 2) (Cm2

32.4 14.3 o.944 31.3 11.8 1.14
32.1 19.0 0.711 34.0 16.6 0.813
35.4 17.4 0.776 36.6 23.3 0.579
35.9 11 0.707 39 0.437
39.8 2.1 0.517 23 0.305
40 5 4.2 0.395 44.3 58.1 0.232
40.2 7.7 0.283 46.7 79.2 0.170
48.4 80.8 o. 167 50.0 118 0.114
48.0 96.2 o.14o 52.4 158 o.o8-4
53.3 135 0.100 56.2 249 0.0542
52..g 179 0.0754 58.9 346 0.0390
53.8 21 0.0628 61.1 455 0.0297
59.1 20 o.0662 66.o 810 O.0167
61.7 506 0.0267

CURVE 2 -- TETRYL 130 P

1J.6 49 o.6 22.0
5.6 0.1863 .3

171.4.12 58.5 1.4 316o.0 3.93 3.U g8.5 3i33 H.5

65.2 12.0 1.12 . 45 1.8169:6 21.4 o.631

CURVE 3 -- POLYDISPERSE RDX

63.8 2.70 5.01 61.4 1.66 8.13
65.9 4.o 3.38 63.1 2.35 74
65.9 5.06 2.67 64.7 3.33 .05
69.0 41 1.82 66:7 5.11 2.670. 1 * 49, 1,59 68.0 6.60 2.05

70.9 15.1 0.896 70.0 9.97 1.35
74.0 22.8 0.592

I109
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TABLE C-1, Cont'd.

CURVE 4-- PETN 200 P

Experimental Data Selected Points on

Authors' Line

%TMD J/.. B x 100 %/ B x 100

.cm2) .cm2)__

57.8 0.530 25.5 54.8 0.243 55.6
59.4 o.6765 20.0 58.9 0.592 22.8

2.56 5.28 65.3 2.4 5.53
66. 2.6 5.869.9 6.65 2.03
68.5 4 58 2 95 16.9 0.799
76.3 31.8 0.424 74.1 16.9 0.799
80.7 70.9 0.190 76.4 27.9 o.484o81. 1?.7 0.174

85.0 14 0.0734

CURVE 6 -- PETN 360

60.2 0.201 67.2 6o.8 0.228 59.2
68.1 1.06 12.7 64.0 0.514
70.9 3.05 4.42 69.7 2.31 5.4
74.1 6.47 2.085 74.3 7.64 1.77
76 0.90 76.1 11.9 1. 13
9.4 0.474 ;3 21-.2

.9 1763 0.274 21 g.
86.7 10.0769 1 5.7 0

82 152 0018

88.1 235 0.0574

CURVE 7 -- PETN 510 p

64.1 0. 187 72.4 63 6 o.168 80.4
69.7 0.624 21.6 .364 37.1
71.0 1.19 ii.4 71.8 1 1 7.46

73.7 2.95 4 57 73.2 2.67 5.0676.6 .8.31 1:63 765 7.23 1.87

;9.5 2410 55 ;8. 14.1 0.957

,51 02 45 22.4 0.603

824. 62.9 0.215 84.7 70. 0.17986.0 105 0.129

IiO I
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TABLE C-1, Cont'd.

CURVE 8- PETN 730 .

Experimental Data Selected Points on
_________________Authors' Line

%TD 1T x 106 %TMD 1/ir B1 0
%TM BCm2 (cm2)

66.2 0.225 6o0 66.8 o.163 8.
79 1.42 9.52 69.3 0.372 36.3I

75: 2.54 5.31 73.3 1.27 lo.6
10 i.9 1.24 75.0 2.25 6.00

3.6 16.6 0.815 797 10.0 1.35
83. 30.8 0.43b 52.9 26.3 0.51

88 68.0 0.198 84.1 37.1 0 36~
173 0.0782 86.5 79.0 0.171

90.0 233 0 -0579

1:1
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b. Andretv end Gorbuno01 (27) reported a -ew pemweabilit offcet
~ ait x~sv. The authors used the same units as Andreev

and Chu1iIko (16) except that their time interval was 60 seconds.
Andr.eev and Gorbunov (27) reported their data in terms of a specific
resistance, r, whose units were m(k'mg)cm-3.

r AR C-3
V

From equution (61, we note that

r dp V. dx 4

Since dx 1 cm, A =1 cm2 and t =60 sec

r-60 BOcm.see

or

B0
60 r[mm(Hg)/cm3]jca see

60 r mm (Hg)sec

Changing pressure units to cgs units and using pi 1.8 x 10-4 g/cmsec
produces

B aQ18 0 4 )750 o 14) . 0.225 x 0-8 (c 2 ) C5
0 60 r r cC-

Table C-2 contains the experimental values of r and the calculated
values of B0 .
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TABLE C-2

PEIEABILITY COEFICIIS FOR MISCELU.MOUS EXPLOSIVES
(Data From Reference 27)

Explosive Particle Siie r(!!BX°

4

TNT 73 50-60 5.8 3.88 x i0 - I 0

67 50-60 2.5 9.00 x 10-10

Picric Acid 81 10-20 21 1.07 x 10- 1O0i

RDX 93 50-60 II0 2.05 x 10-11

PETN 82 10 400 6.625 x I0-12

Mercury 89 50-100 1900 1.18 x 10 1

Fulminate

C. Belyaev et al (7) reported some permeability measurements for
PETN, TNT and a TNT/NH4CIO4 mixture. The authors provided very little
information about their experimental arrangement. Since their per-
meability coefficient, k, is reported in darcies, the calcalation of
values of Bo from their data is straightforward. As before, we uased a
reproduction of Figure 6 from reference 7. The abscissa is porosity,
m, which is related to %TMD by the relationship, m = I - %TMD/100.
The individual data points were reaqon the telereader and these, in
addition to the corresponding Bo(c) values, are listed in Table C-3.

D. Discussion of Permeability Coefficients Measurements

The most comprehensive study of permeability coefficients for
explosives was made by Andreev and Chuiko (16). Their data (see
Table C-i and Ref. (16)) show that (a) the permeability decreases
with decreasing particle size for a given relative density (%TMD) of
an explosive (b) the permeabilities of microcrystalline explosives
(e.g. 59 particle size) are esaentially identical for a given corn-
paction (c) the relationship between log 1/Bo and relative density
is linear in the region from 50 - 85 %TMD for particle sizes at least
greater than 130 g and (d) the slope, d(log l/bo)/d(%TMD), decreases
with decreasing particle size.
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TABLE C-3

PERMABILITY COEFFICIDITS FOR MISCELLANEOUS EXPLOSIVES
(Data From Reference 7)

CURVE 1 PET 10 - 20
K Bo

%'MD -log K (cm2)(darey) (r2

85.1 3.26 5.45 x 10- 4  537 x 10
87.5 3.51 3.12 x 1o4 3.08 x 10-121.5 0 - 4$  x 10-12
90.0 3.90 1.25 x 1 1.23
92.6 4.68 2..07 x 10- 5  2.05 x i0-3
95.1 6.O 9.77 x 10-7 9.64 x iO"1 5

CURVE 2 TNT/NH4C1l 4 10 - 20

87.0 3.23 5.82 x 10-4  5.75 x O- 1 2

90.0 71 1.94 x 10-4 1.91 x io-12
92.6 537 4.29 x o-5 4.23 x 101

95.1 5.50 316 x 10-6 3.12 x 10-1

CURVE 3 TNT 10 - 20 p

87.9 3.08 8.33 x 1O- 8.22 x 1O-12
90.0 13.49 3.22 x 3.18 x 1012
92.5 4.1? 7.59 x 1O-5 7.49 x 10_13
95.1 5.18 666 x 10-6 67x
96.0 6.04 8.93 x i0 "  8.81 x 10-15

CURVE 4 PETN 550

91.5 305 8.95 x 10-4 8.84 x1-2
92.5 .26 5.48 x 1- 5.41 0-12
95.0 4.06 86- 10-5 8.53 x1-3
96.2 4.6o 2:48 X 10-6 3. x 10-1
97.1 5.45 3.52 x 106 x10- 14
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The pent-eability data for PETN are very interesting and important
for the analysis of DDT mechanisms. Unfortunately, the two sets of
data for PM, one froi Andreev et al (16.27) and the other fror.
Belyaev at al1 (7), do not overlap. However, there is one data point
for 10 Vi PETN as measured by Andreev and Gorbunov (27) which can be
compared with the 10 - 20 i~ PEI'N data of Eelyaev. In Table C-2, the
B0 value, 5.6 x 10-12 cm2 , for 10 M~ PB'Y at 52% THD compares quite
f'avorably with the 10 - 20 u Firs' data as listed in Table C-3 for
Curve 1. This agreement gives added weight to the validity for the
curwes which were drawn in Figure 36, J~oining the two sets of data.
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